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Editorial

Welcome to the post conference publication documenting the 34th International EPTA Conference!
In this magazine we have collected articles and summaries of 18 of the lectures held during the conference.
This magazine is also available in PDF-format on the following web page:
http://www.sppf.net/epta2012/
Feel free to share the file with your colleagues!
The program book containing short biographies of the lecturers is also available from the same location.
We wish to thank all lecturers who have submitted their articles and hope you all will enjoy reading them!
The EPTA Sweden Editorial Team
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Motivation for the Motivator
by Faith Maydwell, Australia

L

et me take you to a small town four hours
drive north of Perth where a colleague,
Kathryn, teaches piano at the local school.
She was asked to take on a student who had
studied piano for a year. In the first lesson the
12-year old boy expressed his dislike of music,
could not play anything and could only read
the music if the notes were labeled. Kathryn
thought about the situation carefully and at
the commencement of the second lesson
promised to teach him a whole piece in that
lesson. Carefully selecting music that would
capture the attention of a boy who loved riding
motorbikes and playing football they examined
and secured the scale and the primary chords
it was built upon and then learnt the piece
by rote. Using cards of two bar phrases the
student then worked out which were similar
and like a jigsaw, ordered the piece. To follow
up, Kathryn gave him a copy of the music
with some blanked out notes that he had to
write in. By the end of the lesson his body
language had changed. He was smiling and
asking interesting questions. Kathryn commented that he had learnt the piece and with
a smile he responded – “I hate that. I hate
it when the teacher is right.” Kathryn told me
that when he came back to the next lesson he
had practiced well his piece, scales and other
works. By the fourth week he was coming to
his lesson before he could be collected from
class and reading the score without writing in
the note names. Thankfully, most of us do not
wrestle with such a set of circumstances. I can
only look on with admiration at the manner in
which Kathryn responded. Piano teaching is
demanding enough without commencing from
a position of distaste for music. Each age and
stage brings its own set of difficulties. I often
find that teaching the fresh-eyed four year old
has fewer frustrations than dealing with the tertiary student who has arrived at university with
years of established bad habits. It is a challenge to listen intently, measure the reaction
so that neither honeyed nor sour words are
present, deal with different and sometimes difficult personalities and at times sleepy actions
and thoughts. Spurring the student towards
musical independence and finding the most
appropriate solution for each circumstance
whilst needing to also be theory and aural
specialist can be an exhausting business.
In Australia many piano teachers have their
private studios in their homes. Isolation and
discouragement would have to be one of their
main difficulties. What procedures do we have
in place so that our level of motivation remains
high?
Four times a year a couple of dozen piano
teachers meet in my studio for a two-hour
workshop. Some come from the country, up
to four hours away by car. The majority teach
only in their private studio. Just under a half
teach also in private schools or commercial
music schools. The main purpose for the existence of these workshops is encouragement.
This group is not connected to any institution
so we have complete freedom to choose the
content of the program. Within this paper I will
be outlining the design of these workshops
and the reason for activities. The two-hour
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session is roughly divided by thirds – discussion, performance and information.
A short time ago I distributed a questionnaire to this group of teachers asking them to
articulate their chief cause of discouragement.
The answers were surprising. One was brave
enough to say piano teaching sometimes feels
irrelevant in the context of the wider world.
The teacher who said that you couldn’t earn
AU$80,000 per year perhaps did not receive
the vocation counseling they needed. Disappointing examination results made an appearance in the responses, as did the disconcertingly honest explanation for why a student
discontinues – ‘because of the teacher’. Two
teachers listed the frustration of running out
of answers to a student’s problem. But what
did two thirds of the group list as the most
discouraging factor? – Their students’ lack
of progress, focus and practice. One teacher
looked at lack of progress in another way –
when the teacher miscalculated the difficulty of
the task and the achievable end.
Conversely, when the piano teachers were
asked what was the most encouraging factor,
100% listed when the student makes progress.
Other ways they expressed this: a meaningful musical moment, excitement about music
and an inspired enthusiastic student. So
the answer to maintaining a healthy level of
enthusiasm is seemingly easy – progressing
students.

Discussion

How can we develop successful dialogue
between piano teachers?
Too often the symposium spirit is lost as
a discussion session turns into a monologue
or duologue. Instrumental teaching can be
an isolating occupation and the whole notion
of speaking freely about teaching frustrations with fellow colleagues is probably not
familiar territory – probably because it can be
a confronting process. It was a paper by Tim
Cain (University of Southampton) entitled ‘How
trainee music teachers learn about teaching by
talking to each other: An action research study’
in the International Journal of Music Education in May 2011 which drew special attention
to the value of discussion for teachers. He
was looking at how it is best to encouragement discussion that has clarity, constructive
criticism and emphasizes discovery and new
understanding and how to avoid repetition,
entrenched positions and closed minds.
Tim Cain was highly dissatisfied with the
discussions in seminars with his trainee teachers. Analysis revealed that he tended to dominate, controlled who spoke and responded
by giving information, advice or opinions. He
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described the discussions as a rondo - me,
Trainee A, me, trainee B, me, Trainee C etc.
Unless specifically asked to do so, around half
the trainees did not contribute to the discussion. He implemented a structured approach
to discussion called Collegial Consultation.
Each member of the class writes down a
problem they face and the class democratically
chooses one for discussion. The owner of the
problem describes it in as much detail as possible without interruption. A time limit of about
3 minutes is given. Each person in the class
asks one question in turn, to which the owner
responds. After a general class discussion the
class members write down a message to the
owner of the problem who then responds. The
facilitator’s role was to manage the selection
of the problem and the transition between the
stages but not to contribute to the discussion.
After transcribing six such discussions Tim
discovered that six features of educational talk
were present.
The members of the discussion
1. Offered solutions to the problem,
2. Offered reasons for their ideas,
3. Tried to understand other people’s ideas,
4. Signaled agreements with each other,
5. Disagreed with, or challenged each other,
6. Built on each other’s ideas.
The question and answer session meant
that everyone participated at least once. Tim
said that it taught him much about his own
teaching. He tries to talk less and listen more.
I decided to introduce some of the concepts
into the discussions of our workshops. Ample
time before the session a topic is announced
and each teacher is asked to write a short
statement or question and be prepared to talk
briefly and to answer a few questions about
their statement.
September 2011 the topic was
SINGING AS A TOOL IN THE PIANO STUDIO
Some of the responses went along the following lines:
• Should we screen parents to see if they
can whistle in tune?
• How can you get teenage boys to sing
their piano melodies?
• What is the quickest way to improve your
student’s singing ability when they struggle to
pitch correctly?
• I use singing in every lesson for a variety
of purposes – scales, articulation, rhythm and
phrasing.
With limited time, discussion of approximately 45 minutes, it has not been possible to
include all of Tim’s formal structure. However
I am happy to report that this discussion
along with others modeled partly along the
same lines were some of the most interesting
and energetic and involved everyone. In the
questionnaire the teachers were asked what
they felt they needed in order to be successful
in their teaching. One-third responded - time
to think. They felt it essential to have only
as many students as one can cope with - to
reflect, organise, identify problems, and implement a plan. Last term I set a special project
to encourage reflection. The teachers were
asked to set a goal for one of their weaker students achievable by the next workshop (about

two months) and report back to the group about the journey or the most
successful lesson. Each teacher was given 3 minutes. For such occasions I actually set a timer so that everyone who wants to be included had
a chance to speak. It was completely voluntary to participate in this part
of the session. Of the 11 who attended, 3 were trainee teachers. Six of
the teachers contributed. There was a wide selection of material brought
to the table but it was surprising how common threads ran through the
discussion. Discussion flowed and involved everyone. There were ten
questions asked and sixteen suggestions offered. The workshop provided
a safe environment to express frustrations and to compare experiences.

Perfomance

What do teachers need?
The majority listed a balanced life – rest, sleep, food, exercise etc. This
balance is perhaps the hardest to achieve. Administrative duties often eat
into our time. Even fitting in our own practice can be difficult. One third
of the teachers listed the need to keep growing musically. Most private
studio teachers do not have an opportunity to perform outside their
studio. Those involved in the school systems sometimes have accompanying opportunities. I have therefore made it of prime importance that
the workshop provides an opportunity for teachers to perform. Whether
genre, composer or nationality categorizes works, the teachers show
great enthusiasm for performing for one another. It is not compulsory but
roughly two thirds of the group choose to.

Information

Discussion has its place for helping to find solutions but I firmly believe
there needs to be time set aside in the workshop specifically for new
material. I am constantly reminding myself there are different methods of
delivery that may be used to enhance retention of the concepts.
• The formal lecture
• The lecture demonstration
• Short bursts of information between performances
• Videos, DVDs
• The Internet - Workshop on Dance a few minutes from the very fine
dance site www.dancilla.com
• Visitors
The small informal collegiate group has many advantages. The opportunity for participation in performance and discussion is a motivating
force in itself. A short informal time afterwards over a shared meal allows
further questions and discussion. The meal is not a huge demand on any
one person because we all bring to the table a plate of food to share. The
workshop also allows for a close collaboration with other areas of the arts,
i.e, a local ballet school provided a small group to dance a gigue at the
end of the workshop on dance. Making connections with other branches
of the arts has had a spin off for my teaching. My student recitals have
become much more adventurous.
Here are two examples, which I have found to work well.
1. To include musical parents at student recitals either as a special
items or the parent accompanying their child – picking out a melody with
the flute or a rhythm with the drum. We do not know the long-term effect
of the student’s first accompaniment tasks but it is a skill to encourage in
a world lacking in fine accompanists.
2. A recital where the children give one item on the piano and another
either on their second instrument or whatever other art form they are
studying – dance, poetry, drama or art (a small exhibition of their work
can be set up around the studio for everyone to enjoy before and afterwards). This recital went by the title of A Muse Afternoon. The afternoon
gave me greater understanding of my students whilst enlarging their
understanding of the arts.

Keeper of the trees

Perhaps in the light of the history of the universe music does not sit
centre stage. However, none of us would have trouble in regarding music
as one of the main supports for a life needing to be filled with beauty and
meaning. In May of this year the Australian National University informed
its School of Music staff that it does not want to employ high-level specialists (especially high level instrumental experts). Under a “curriculum
refresh” teaching is to be outsourced, to include video conferencing and
instrumental teaching hours are to be cut in half. We cannot assume that
our art form is safe. On our property in Australia we have some 100foot high eucalyptus trees. It hit me particularly strongly one day when
I realized I was not the owner of the trees – just the keeper – looking
after them for the next generation. As music teachers there is much that
cannot be passed on via the Internet or a book. We are the keepers of the
piano. May this thought be ever present as we teach. n
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Israeli Pedagogic Music in Perspective
- the Versatile World of André Hajdu’s “The Milky Way”
by Michal Tal, Israel
Piano Education and Pedagogic
Composition in Israel

T

he piano education in Israel had started
around 1920, long before the state of
Israel had been established. The main music
schools in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem were at a
starting point at the twenties. The immigration
from Germany and Eastern Europe after 1930
and before the 2nd world war brought to Israel
many pianists and pedagogues from different
kinds of schools, most were educated in Hungary, Romania and other Eastern European
countries. (The Russian immigration started
much later - in 1970 and 1990 and brought
more piano teachers and pedagogues). After
the establishment of Israel as a state in 1948,
many conservatories were formed around the
country.
The pedagogic music for piano that was
composed during 1920-2000 is immense: almost 170 compositions by almost 70 composers. Here are a few examples of the important
works that deal with young children and their
pianistic development:
Alexander U. Boskovich (1907-1964) piano
pieces for the youth (1947), Haim Alexander
(1915-2012) 3 pieces in black & white (1974),
Sergiu Natra (b. 1924, immigrated 1961) Music
for Children (1970), André
Hajdu (b. 1932) The Milky
Way (1975), Joseph Dorfman (1940-2006, immigrated 1973 ) Diversions (1978),
Ron Weidberg (b.1953) Ten
pieces for piano (1980)
Out of this output, The
Milky Way stands out as a
masterpiece of its kind.

About the Composer

passion to experiment,
improvise and simply
enjoy the music making,
as stated in the introduction to the books: “suitable for children without
being insincere and
childish” makes these
great miniatures a very
helpful material for piano
teachers in Israel and all
over the world.
The lecture will show
Hajdu’s unique world
of sound, rhythm and
imagination and his
extraordinary view of
music and the piano in
particular.

“The Milky Way” and
Pedagogic composition

When we define “pedagogical composition”
for piano students, we have the criteria as
such:
-Level of difficulty
-Striving for clarity
-Lack of comlexity
-Simple melodic and harmonic
structure
-Small dimensions – the
miniature form
-Connection
to the child’s
imaginary world:
Visual, emotional,
cognitive.
-Use of entertainment and
humor
The challenge
of the composer
is to create all
these elements in
a limited material:
consideration of
small hand, basic
technical aspect,
basic rhythmical
knowledge and certain coordination between
the hands requires from the composer a special kind of understanding the young pianist’s
needs, along with the creative side when
practicing the material.
However, in order to achieve all these
elements, very few composers could write
music which has all of them, and also reflects
the child’s curiosity, and the need to experiment and learn as an individual, throughout
improvisation. It seems that method, pedagogical approach and order of learning are total
contradiction to improvisation in a way.
Hajdu’s composition is dealing with all these
elements, and wonderfully.

“The Milky Way is intended
not only for the pupil, but
also for the teacher, whose
capacity for
self-expression may well
have decreased with the
passage of time…it is possible to impart a knowledge
of music to a pupil without
suppressing his creative urge”
- André Hajdu

André Hajdu (b. 1932)
is one of Israel’s leading
figures, as a composer,
pianist and pedagogue.
Hajdu belongs to “the
second generation” of Israeli
composers that immigrated
to Israel during the sixties
to the seventies. Hajdu was
born in 1932 in Budapest.
He studied at the Ferenc Liszt Academy under
Szervanszky and Ferenc Szabo [composition],
Szegedi [piano] and Zoltan Kodaly [ethnomusicology]. At the age of 14 he composed his first
opera. In 1956 emigrated to Paris and continued his studies at the Conservatoire National
de Musique under Darius Milhaud [composition] and Olivier Messiaen [philosophy of
music].In 1960 lived in Tunisia, and became
acquainted with Judaism. In 1966 emigrated to
Jerusalem. Became Full Professor at the Bar
Ilan University in 1970. In 1997 he recieived
The prestigious Israel Prize.
His series of books “The Milky Way” from
1975 is considered with no doubt as “The
Israeli Mikrokosmos”, and indeed, the influences of great european pedagogues as Bartok, Kodaly and other mentors, along with the

Examples of pieces performed at
the lecture:
The Milky Way 1: The child and the Pendulum
-The Pendulum
-The Clock’s Hands Race
Pedagogic aspects: time and motion, ostinato, polyrhythm, polytonality
The Milky Way 2: Rhythmical Patterns
-Melody floating on a regular bass
-Contradictory accents
-Rumanian rhythm-study
Pedagogic aspects: Independence of
fingers dexterity, virtuoso pianistic challenge
syncopations, “false” accents, Folk elements
The Milky Way 3: From Monody to Harmony
-Echo
-Pipe and Drum
-Harmony with an English Waltz
Pedagogic aspects: Special Effects: “Echo”
(Bartok’s influence), Intervals in Melody and
Harmony
Different harmonies on a minimalistic
melody (Debussy’s influence)
The Milky Way 4: Music in Styles
-A clash of styles
-Amadrigal and the circle of fifths
-Concertante
-École de Ballet
-Two interfering Waltzes
-Tango Canon
Pedagogic aspects: Humor and wit in music, understanding different styles from modern
approach, polytonality, polyrhythm, polyfony. n
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Bachelor in Music
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(in cooperation with Lund University)
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from other Cultures...

Welcome to the Royal College of
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08-16 32 00
Valhallavägen 105
www.kmh.se
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Piano Works by Croatian Composers
by Ida Gamulin, Croatia

I

n the history of Croatian keyboard music for
piano, the most important place belongs to
Dora Pejaczevich (1885-1923) and Boris Papandopulo (1906-1991), who stand as pillars
of our rich tradition and musical heritage. Their
rich opus devoted to the piano is irreplaceable in the educational process of our young
pianists. Both very fine pianists, they discovered expressive capabilities of the instrument,
composing piano works of various forms
throughout their whole
creative life.
Late Romantic idiom enriched with impressionistic
harmonies, expressionistic
stylistic resources and orchestral tones made Dora
Pejaczevich a true child of
the European fin-de siècle,
and her work developed
in parallel with European Modernist trends in
literature and Art Nouveau (Jugendstil) in the
visual arts. Piano miniature was her privileged
form, one in which she expressed herself
most freely. She produced them throughout
her entire life, from youthful miniatures in the
style of late Romanticism, through the impressionistic colors of the middle period works, to
the expressionistic and reflexive compositions
of her late period. Playing D. Pejaczevich’s
miniatures, young pianists can easily learn
the basic principles of stylistic and expressive
interpretation, with beautiful singing melody
as well as natural use of rubato and distinctive
pedaling.
Apart from Dora Pejaczevich, whose works
belong to the 19th century tradition, Boris
Papandopulo represents definitely the greatest
Croatian composer of the 20th century. His
early works manifest an aspiration towards
scintillating decorativeness, an unparalleled
serenity and a masterly polyphonic playfulness
that gradually draws on ever profounder resources, a brilliant feeling for form and duration
and an unerring merging of contrasting blocks,
in which he makes abundant and extremely
ingenious use of the most diverse nuances of
colors. With his ripening, Papandopulo’s opus
became increasingly rich in content, although
the master never once abandoned the basic
principle of his creative approach to the work,
to its construction and final design on the basis
of pure musical substance. If one had to give
some kind of definition, then the essence of
Papandopulo’s vast oeuvre should be sought
in a kind of synthesis of all the more important
new impacts from world music with rhythmic, melodic and harmonic characteristics of
typically Slavic folk melodies. His large opus
written for the piano has been abundantly used
in the educational process in Croatia, through
programes in music schools as well as at the
Music Academy.
Ida Gamulin recently discovered and gave
first performance of Zdenka’s striptease, a
three-part musical miniature by Boris Papandopulo, fully 44 years after it was composed. This fresh, witty musical dialogue on
short dance themes in Tempo di Minuetto,
lyrical Blues and syncopated Ragtime, was

dedicated to the composer’s wife. The last
two impressions seem to call up a picture of
agitated loneliness on the stage on which the
pianist freely improvises on imaginative dance
themes. Completely tonal, richly ornamented,
with modulations that create harmonic tension, repeating tones in the descant that touch
the keyboard as gently as drops, with poetic
pauses and brief character themes, the score
is bursting with pure joy and the fun of the
game. It is, there is no
doubt, the composer’s
personal grand seigneur
to dance.
The interest in the
composing opus of Ivo
Josipovich (Zagreb,
1957) should in no way
structure in an utterly mindful way, where the
be connected to the fact
sound of piano spreads from barely audible
that this prominent Docto incredibly powerful expressiveness, whose
tor of Laws has been the President of Croatia
coloristic potential is rich in shades, inspiring
since 2010, because we are talking about the
the interpreter to insert his own sense of tone
author whose works have been acknowledged
characterization. Josipovich’s playfulness can
long before. While studying at University of Zabe seen in scoring the subtle game of tones,
greb Law School, he also completed the Study
forming a transparent structure from which,
of Composition at Zagreb Music Academy,
in crucial moment, Croatian Christmas carol
thus affirming his versatile talent. Josipovich’s
appears as the final coda and some sort of
compositions for solo instruments, chamber
interpretation of the title and the concept of
music ensemble and symphony orchestra,
‘’jubilus’’. n
reveal a musician of rich imagination and eternally vibrant, emphatic spiritual inventiveness,
which shapes these
features in thought-out
formal borders, always
aware of the fact that
the music triangle,
starting with author
through performer
Piano Summer School - August 2013, France
to listener, requires
mutual denominator of
understanding, communication and delight
in the world of tunes.
Precisely because of
the pliability to the listening delight, there’s
a continuous demand
for Josipovich’s works,
and the fact that his
composer muse is
temporarily on hold
because of his statesman obligations, is
considered a loss for
Croatian music. However, the continuous
publishing of records
with Josipovich’s
compositions draws
attention to his works
as important elements
- International Piano Summer School in
of contemporary
Southwest France, directed by Paul Roberts
Croatian music. The
- Classes for advanced pianists and amateurs
same goes for Jubilus,
- Three residential 8-day courses in the glorious seclusion of
written in 1992, dedian ancient monastery overlooking the Tarn Valley
cated and premiered
- Masterclasses, concerts, fine food and wine
by Ida Gamulin. This
is a piano miniature in
which the composer
Read more at www.ambialetmusic.com
shapes the musical

“Josipovich’s playfulness can be seen
in scoring the subtle
game of tones...”

Music at Ambialet
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Difficult? Let’s Make it Fun and Easy!
- The Importance of Visual Images in Piano Lessons
Ana Avberšek, Slovenia

H

ow can a piano teacher teach efficiently
in the limited time that the lesson has to
offer? How to make the topics interesting, fun
and easy to understand? How to teach so that
the students remember all the important details of the teacher’s explanation and instructions when they are at home? How to maintain
the motivation of the students as well as the
motivation the teachers of piano? How to
prepare some of the teaching material to make
it useful for a number of students with different
characteristics and abilities?
Such questions about the efficiency of
teaching piano and other musical instruments
demand from a teacher a lot of intelligent and
creative thinking, taking interest in how to
solve day-to-day problems and being flexible
in that. Piano teaching is usually one-on-one,
so the teachers have an excellent opportunity
to adapt to each individual student. Drawing
from learning theories, neuroscience, cognitive
theory, and visualisation techniques could help
us find new and innovative approaches. Above
all, it is important to acknowledge how the
modern era shapes our society and, indirectly,
also the teaching process at schools.
Our time of digital technologies and consumerism is heavily marked by advertising
and has a strong influence on contemporary
visual culture. Visual contents are addressing
us everywhere! Children are regularly exposed
to a large number of mostly visual media
messages and are among the main targets of
marketing communications. The saying that
characterizes one of the main goals of visualization - A picture is worth a thousand words
- refers to the notion that a complex idea can
be conveyed by a single still image. Since
mid-20th Century this idea has been one of the
main tools of marketing. Today we can notice,
that not just advertisements, but also written
media, textbooks, computer programs, mobile
phones, user manuals, and many others, all
have one thing in common – visualisation.
It seems that visual images help us function
better.
Further on, modern society is saturated
with all kinds of information that has to be
transmitted quickly and cheaply. The pace
of life has become faster, while life itself is in
some aspects more comfortable, yet also more
stressful. We are increasingly more impatient
if things do not happen fast and efficiently. Do
we notice that also when it comes to children
and youth? The number of entertaining media
and digital technologies, like TV contents,
computer games, social networks, mobile
phone communication, iPods, etc., children
are surrounded with and regularly use, has
increased rapidly in the last years. With a
simple click things appear in front of their eyes.
It is FUN, EASY and FAST, again, mostly
visual! It is reasonable to assume that such
environment, typical of late capitalism societies, influences children and youth to such an
extent, that teaching strategies need to be in
line with the times.
A lot of research and books on visual learning confirm the importance of using images
in education. As Keegan writes, “illustrations
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have been part of
templates that can be used both as an aid to
our learning mechathe teacher’s instruction and as a simple renism since our childminder for students to practice scales at home.
hood, as images are
For example, using Example 2 when explainused in storybooks
ing the fingering of the C-major or scales from
to stimulate our
the same group (c-minor, G-major, g-minor,
imaginations. So,
etc.) helps students understand it immedifor students who
ately. This way, fingering coordination causes
are learning new
significantly less problems than by reading the
subject areas or
fingering from the score (example 1).
topics unfamiliar to
them, it is like being
a child again, reinforcing the need for images
and illustrations to help students visualize and
relate to them.”
New schoolbooks, teaching methods, and
didactic approaches are already taking the
above-mentioned insights into account. This
includes piano books for beginners. The use
of digital technologies has become a part of
our life. The question is, how piano teachers
might integrate these characteristics of the
Example 1
modern time and society into their piano lessons? Learning to play an instrument, piano
especially, takes a lot of time and demands
patience and persistence. Besides, a wooden
instrument is far from digital technology. On
one hand, it is a very important counterpart to
the contemporary fast-living society. On the
other hand, it is very challenging to keep 21st
Century students’ interest and will in learning and practicing musical instruments and to
cherish our common musical heritage. Adjustments are absolutely necessary. Teachers
have to “take a diplomatic stance” – change
the outlived pedagogical methods and attract
students’ attention with new approaches.
The didactic booklet Piano scales, cords,
Example 2
and other piano jokes (A. Avberšek, November
2012, in Slovene language) uses visual elements, illustrations, comics, jokes, and stories
• The most important information for a stuto introduce a different approach to teaching
dent playing piano chords is where the second
piano scales, chords, and related theory.
finger should play (the red dot in Example 3)
Learning and practicing of the scales often
and to be aware of the position of the basic
causes problems and even brings up resisttriads (two houses in Example 3).
ance in students. Problems with fingering, the
order of sharps or flats, relative keys, etc. are
well known. For the “impatient generations”
of today, piano scales manuals are often too
complicated, packed and uninviting. For average pupils, for those with low interest and for
the highly talented students with specific learning difficulties (attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder, dyslexia, and others), such books are
an even harder nut to crack. Children often do
not find much sense in practicing these technical exercises. Indeed, musicians can see the
importance and sense of practicing scales
only after some years or when they begin to
teach piano themselves. Therefore, it seems
reasonable to present this learning content in
a simple and interesting way. Furthermore,
such an approach can speed up the process
of learning scales and save valuable time for
more important things, such as playing the
piano pieces.
Here are a few examples from the manual
Example 3
Piano scales, chords, and other piano jokes:
• The chapters for teaching/learning the piano scales fingerings are presented as visual
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Example 4

• The order of sharps in key signature
notation is in Slovene and also in many
other languages (German, Croatian,
Slovak, Russian, ... ): FIS-CIS-GIS-DISAIS-EIS-HIS. There are different ways
to remember this important information.
With the help of a comic, as shown in
this didactic booklet, it can become a
piece of cake (Example 4).
With such visual presentations organized in a very comprehensible and simple way, students can easily store this
theoretical information in their long-term
memory. Adding illustrations, stories
and humor, learning becomes a game.
Importantly, such an approach not only
helps students to be more focused and
motivated for practicing, but also keeps
the teacher “awake”.
Looking for, exploring and applying
of original and innovative approaches
to teaching brings desired and often
above-average results. A creative
teacher who meets such challenges
and takes them as part of his or her
professional and also personal growth
will always be rewarded. In conclusion,
some thoughts of Ronald Davis that hold
whether we use digital technology or
not. He says that we learn more easily,
more thoroughly and quickly when the
subject is interesting and fun. Human
beings enjoy pleasant experiences and
have an innate ability to remember them
(Davis, 1994).
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Situation of Today’s Piano Education in Japan
- Piano education and IT technology and future prospects
by Ichiro Kato, Japan

I

n Japan, the birthrate halved in the last 30
years, so the production of the piano became
quartered. In the last 20 years, the average
economic growth rate in Japan remained at
0.9%, and the number of students in the music
classes reduced to two-thirds in Japan. Various data indicate a decrease in piano learning.
But it does not say mean that Japanese piano
education has lost the force entirely. In this paper, we analyzed the current situation of piano
education in Japan, touched on the relation to
IT technology, and considered a prospect of
Japanese piano education in the future.

1. Situation of Today’s Piano Education

The Japanese Ministry of Education produced “Survey of Children’s learning activities
outside of school” in November 2007. From
this study, 72.5% of elementary school students have done some type of “learning activities”. However, the content of “lessons” in the
last 14 years have changed. Traditional learning activities have decreased such as calligraphy, abacus, and music. Instead, activities that
are useful in today’s society, such as dancing,
playing sports, and learning languages have
increased. This may be because the society is
becoming aware of health and global society.
The reason that people have decreased in
choosing to learn piano nowadays is because
the population of children has decreased, and
the meaning in the genre, “learning activity”
became diverse.
Benesse Cooperation, the Japanese chain
company for cram school, did a study “Learning activities in arts and sports” in March 2009.
They surveyed mothers of children between
the ages between 3 to 17 years old. The result
of the study showed that 32.7& of children
around that age do some type of artistic
activities (Fig.1). Another characteristic of this
artistic activity is the gender differences. There are 3 times more girls
that take art activity than boys. The
peak of activity rate is 57.1% in 4th
grade girls. Additionally, the highest
activity rate was “Keyboard Instrument” (electone and piano), with
the average of 14.8%. Therefore, in
Japan, the most major artistic activity that children take was to learn
keyboard instruments. This study
was done in 2009, where the popularity of electones has passed, so it
is considered to be more of piano
keyboard instrument. Also, there are
17.4 million children in Japan, even
though Japanese population has
decreased learning piano, there are still 2.58
million children learning piano within that age
group. Additionally, it was found that one out
of three elementary school girls are learning a
keyboard instrument.
From this study, we are able to see the
overview of the lessons. The study found that
children who have keyboard instruments pay
the average of 7400 yen per month, have the
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average of 47 minutes in one lesson, and take
lessons of an average of 1.6 times a week.
The reason why the number of lessons per
week resulted in 1.6 times is because many
students take both group and private lessons.
In addition, the correlation between parental income and children’s artistic activities after the
age of middle school students are not shown,
so unless they wish to study professionally,
parental income have no influence in children’s
art activities. 88.8% of parents of boys and
94.8% of parents of girls desire for “wanting
to increase the chance of a child exposed to
music and art” for children’s art activities, but
there is a tendency to seek cultural education
and aesthetic sentiment especially for girls.
Furthermore, Children’s probability of learning
musical instrument is twice as high and high
in cultural preferences within the household
of those children of mothers who have a
background in music compared to children of
mothers who do not. From these explanations,
it can be said that children doing art activities
means inheriting the cultural capital from their
parents.
Since Japan does not have public music
schools, on average, children learn piano from
piano schools and music schools managed
by individuals and companies. However, the
quality of teachers varies, therefore the collaboration of piano lessons and pitch lessons
are not balanced well. To learn piano within
the school setting, the school must be from
120 high schools (age 15-18 years old) in
Japan. The subjects that students have to
learn is “Music Theory”, “History of Music”,
“How to Play” “Solfege”, “Voice Lesson”,
“Music Lesson”, “Compose” and “Chorus”.
In addition, there are about 40 colleges for
music, and within these colleges, there is one
public college for art, three private colleges
for art. For others, there are private college for
specific music, and private colleges for general

music. The public college of art take in 20-25
students per year, private college of specific
music take in 50 -120 students, per year, and
private college in music department take in 2030 students per year. Post graduation, many
perform music or educate others within the
country, but also many participate as a pianist
internationally. After graduating their major,
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some continue to universities for Masters
degree or Ph.D. degrees.
In Japan, for beginners to middle level students, we use traditional textbooks that came
from Europe. On top of that, we bring music
books from Russian composers, textbooks
from the United States, and textbooks from
Japan in classes.
As mentioned before, the curriculums of
piano education are not well developed since
there are no public music schools in Japan.
As a result, children cannot learn general
music such as ensembles and orchestra. Also,
there is a problem that the lesson fee is too
expensive. However, in Japan, there is a high
standard of cultural hierarchy in learning piano,
so children learn piano very seriously.

2. Education in Piano and IT services

Music downloads from various websites
has been used a lot recently, and it is very
useful for watching videos that were filmed,
and checking music that are not well known.
However, usually music is listened at concerts.
Now, we are able to download music
sheets to PC (personal computer) and
use them to learn with. Using that, we
are able to write marks on to these
music sheets, and share them with
others. In the future, students may not
have to bring many music sheets that
are heavy to lessons. Also, other than
that, there are many useful software
and applications, but these are only
for amatures that enjoy playing music.
It cannot be said that playing with
piano player (Disklavier) can produce
its sound musically. In Japan, having
distance lesson systems are under
development, but it needs a specific
route or wire to connect, and there
will also be a time rag. Therefore, if this plan
continues, it is useful for those who live far
away or those who cannot attend lessons
because of lack of transportation. However, in
reality, lessons should be done face-to-face.
Therefore the IT systems are not used for
lessons in Japan.

3. The future direction of education in piano

As mentioned before, there are no public
music schools in Japan so the curriculum of
piano education is not well developed. Nonetheless, piano teachers are eagerly researching methods of teaching piano, and there is
development of system for learning the results
of research that are done by excellent leaders.
For instance, in Japan, there is a group for
piano teachers such as JPTA, and there, by
carrying seminars by national mentors and
pianists, research of individuals’ own piano
teaching methods is being carried out. In high
school music programs, it is important that we
fully enhance the talents of students in this
age group by having specialized lessons and
comprehensive music learning, but the

problem of gaps in educational content by
region should be solved is going to be the
theme to discuss in the future. College of
music is the ultimate educational institutions
for students to grow as musicians, so we invite
leaders from the west and known pianists to
have master classes. However, in the future,
there will be an important role in the field of piano teaching method. Discussions on the level
of university educations have been carried out
in Bologna meeting must be done on a global
scale in the future.

4. Conclusion

more humanity. There, not only need to learn
play techniques and how to represent expressions of songs, but also to have a philosophical mind to nurture humans by music over the
years. From this perspectives are important
from having lessons for small children; we
must educate them with a strong belief and
pride. On the other hand, it is difficult to support the music activities in society as a whole
only by the theory of the market economy, so
there is a need to increase the opportunities
for children with good music, and need a system for young musicians to work smoothly. n

Music is intended to appeal directly to the
human spirit, and it cultivates the spirit of man,
and though piano, we have been working with
a full responsibility to cultivate humans with

Tracing Piano Education in Japan
by Ryuzo Akazawa, Japan

P

iano education in Japan started in the late
19th century, when Luther Whiting Mason,
the American piano instructor, brought 11 pianos to Japan. He brought also the book, “Piano
Textbook for beginners”, which was written by
the German music instructor Ferdinand Beyer
and it has been used in Japanese piano education like a bible after about 60years old. One
of the biggest reasons of this is because the
shipments to Japan were extremely slow and
difficult at that time. In addition, because there
were strict controls and closed-door policies
for specific items from foreign countries during
a period of 250 years, so people had culture
shocks by uncommon imported items. There
is a story from that early period that people in
Japan actually believed that a person creates
the sounds inside the black box (the body of
the upright piano).
Around 1900, pianos started to be manufactured in Japan. However, only the children
of wealthy families learned to play piano for
the first 60-70 years. In that period music
education has been taken in one public school
and a few
private schools
where about 10
German and
Russian piano
teachers were.
Some of them
stayed in Japan
before, then
through and after the Second World War, and
contributed to the establishment of Japanese
piano education.
After the Second World War ended in 1945,
when economic growth had started to improve
and people’s lives showed signs of recovery,
early music learning and specific education
increased, as people became even more interested in musical education.
The German method was the major learning
format of the time, but additionally textbooks
came from other countries, and for example
Method Rose from France and Bastien, Pase
and Glover from the U.S. also joined the
mainstream.
Japanese musicians established “Music

Education for Children” in 1948, and it became
the base of the Toho School of Music afterward. In the 1950’s, many companies such
as Kawai and Yamaha emerged whose main
product was manufacturing musical instruments. These companies started to open music classes all over Japan in order to develop
their markets. Comparing to other countries,
it was a rare case that enterprises embarked
on education business. Aided by the expansion of the network of railway across Japan,
these music schools increased the number of
students.
At the same time, high schools and colleges
of music increased rapidly. There are 45 music
high schools, 61 private music high schools,
4 public music colleges and 30 private music
colleges that were established during that
period.
In 1980, the production of pianos in Japan
reached 400,000 per year, which was the highest of the world. At the same time, there were
a number of popular TV programs that showed
how to play piano, which increased people’s
curiosity. Because of this, the
numbers of people playing
the piano increased, and also
their skill improved. Additionally piano textbooks started
being produced by Japanese
composers.
After the peak of the
1980’s the production of pianos began to decrease, and there has been a
corresponding decrease in piano instructors as
well. One of the reasons is that many middle
school students have stopped piano lessons
for the high school entrance exams. However,
there has been an increase in production of
electronic instrument over the same period.
As a result, many of the piano beginners often
started using electronic pianos, and then
switched to the regular piano. Now, the second
hand piano increased and it exports to South
Eastern Asia.
Piano production is related to economic
development. Thus I think that piano education will be developed more if the economy
improves.

“At the same time, there
were a number of popular
TV programs that showed
how to play piano...”

Every year the Japanese Piano Education
Alliance sponsors piano auditions and there
are several thousand student participants
annually. However, when comparing students
from elementary and middle school levels,
there are only half as many middle school
applicants. This rate has actually not changed
for the last 20 years, but when looking in more
detail, within these 20 years, there are now so
many piano competitions for children in Japan,
it has made it possible for participants to audition more than once.
Despite this general drop in the numbers of
students taking piano in their formal education, many young people still choose the piano
lesson as an after school lesson. According to
the statistics of after school activities in Japan,
piano lesson is in the second, accounts 20%
of the total. In Japan, One in two children have
after school activities. The statistic shows that
one in 10 children is learning the piano.
Currently, while the goals of many are still
to play classical music, particularly those that
are from Vienna, such as J.S. Bach, Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven, there isa gradual
increase of people who are interested in playing other pieces and types of music as piano
education progresses deeply. n
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New Bärenreiter Urtext Editions FOR PIANO
Gabriel Fauré
Ballade
in F-sharp major,
op. 19
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Christophe
Grabowski
With a foreword and notes
on performance practice
BA 10841
Drawing on the most
recent discoveries and
comprehensive source
research, the work is
presented in a scholarlycritical Urtext edition. The
publication, which is based
on the Œuvres complètes
de Gabriel Fauré, includes
a detailed foreword and
notes on performance
practice.

Bärenreiter
The Musicians’ Choice
14
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Recently published:

Franz Schubert
Late Piano Works
(Ungarische Melodie D 817
Allegretto in c D 915
Drei Klavierstücke D 946)
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Edited by Walther Dürr
With fingering and suggestions
for performance
BA 9634
Following the newly engraved
publications of Schubert’s
Moments Musicaux (BA 9647)
and Impromptus (BA 9648), the
composer’s late piano works
are now to be published in a
scholarly-critical Urtext edition
that will meet the demands of
today’s performers.

Johannes Brahms
Ballads op. 10

BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Ed. by Christian Köhn
Includes fingering and
suggestions for performance
BA 9601

Albumblatt
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Ed. by Christopher Hogwood
BA 9606

Erik Satie

Ogives / Gymnopédies
BÄRENREITER URTEXT
Ed. by Jens Rosteck. Notes
on performance practice
by Steffen Schleiermacher
BA 10806

For more information regarding new piano urtext editions:
www.baerenreiter.com/en/focus/new-urtext-editions-for-piano/

Piano-ensemble:
What is it, Why, How and When?
by Sören Unge, Sweden

W

hat I am going to describe now, should
not be confused with group-pianoteaching, but is about the ensemble (grouppiano-teaching can I treat another time). In
music schools, students on instruments other
than the piano, usually are offered to play in
orchestras and ensembles. So why not think
the same about piano-students? This means,
in this case, it is necessary also that the pianoteacher should have time for ensemble in its
service. Usually we have the piano-students
play together with other instruments in various
forms, often sporadically and affect very few
piano-students of various practical reasons.
One wonders; is it a new way to play together? Answers to this question is, of course,
as many piano-teachers know, that as long
as the piano have existed, so has composed
works for multiple pianos by several notable
composers. In addition, we assume that in the
first “golden age” (19th century) there were
certainly “lovely” multi-piano-soirées with
“piano-lions” on stage. One can really wonder
how it sounded at the time, especially in terms
of how un-tuned, the instruments presumably
was together! In a funny quote from a letter
dated 1831-12-12 says Chopin:
”Hummel’s Symphony have impressed
greatly, he is a man of Beethoven’s style, but
full of poetry, fire and soul. I and Kalkbrenner
play his Marsch with subsequent Polonaise
on a piano and accompanied by four other
pianos, one of which is a small single-stringed
which can be heard through the whole thing as
small giraffe-bells. I think the whole thing is totally ridiculous. “(from: H. Danielsson, Chopin i
närbild–Breven berätta).
The Repertoire has in the past often been
of type arrangement of ex orchestra-music,
and are so often today. Since the 1980s, when
synthesizer and the digital piano began make
its entrance seriously, it has become increasingly common with keyboards-ensembles
where the synth sounds are trying to imitate
orchestral instruments. Thanks to these
instruments, we can now play together on
equally tuned instruments without the need of
a piano-tuner. In addition, it is easier to put in
place several digital instruments than several
common pianos. Ever since the 1980s, digital
instruments are developed and become better
and better. I therefore believe, that the digital
pianos, serves as a good complement in piano
teaching. My recommendation is an ensembleform consisting of 4-5 digital pianos in a
teaching-room adapted for this purpose.
Regarding the question of why, I want to
put a piano-ensemble in a piano-pedagogical
perspective. Here are some reasons to work
with piano-ensemble:
• To be able to offer as many students as
possible, experience of playing in an ensemble.
• A primary quality is, as in any ensemble,
that pupils will learn to listen to others, to adapt
and to take the initiative, in other words to be
active among other students.

• Students
can already
from the lower
stage, become
used to play
all over the
keyboard and
to practice
improvisation
and through
it have a relaxed, natural
and playful attitude while playing. This approach, often tend to rub off on the team, if the
students feel comfortable and have positive
experiences.
• With several students in an ensemble, we
can together create sounding stories and pictures. To teach about the shape and structure
of the music in a fun and inspiring way. Here, it
is very useful to use a non-tonal bound,

also provides an opportunity for close cooperation with other piano colleague. The number
of ensemble-lessons can vary as needed, for
one group 6 months, or 4-6 weeks and then be
replaced by a new ensemble.
Someone might wonder: where do I find
repertoire for piano-ensemble and, above all,
more pianos than two? Music for two pianos
4-8 hands is often prevalent in most major
music publishers, and is natural, useful also
for piano ensemble, but not so often we find
compositions for multiple pianos, but there
is. A lot of compositions and arrangements
exist to find if you search on the internet. I
would like to also inspire to compose and
make arrangements for this ensemble-form
for all possible levels and styles. Perhaps a
repertoire-bank for this would be something for
EPTA to establish?
On my homepage www.sorenunge.eu you
can find my music for piano ensemble: Funny

contemporary expressive way. I recommend
Mats Persson’s “Tigertango” (Edition Suecia
www.smic.se) as an inspiration.
• In addition to playing composed music for
piano ensemble, it is very appropriate that on
a given melody, to teach to find appropriate
chords, add parts, accompaniments and work
on transposition, thus, one way to practically
teach theory. The moment to improvise from
selected chords, are also important and useful.
• With custom level in repertoire, it is appreciated that in the ensemble form practice
sight-reading.
Many teachers may be able to recognize
these benefits from its own experience of the
ensemble, regardless of genre, so why not
take advantage of this continuously in a pianoensemble, alongside the individual lesson.
As an employee at the music-school/schoolculture might wonder: when will you have time
to have piano-ensembles? If ensemble-playing, is a part of the teachers assignments, they
can have their own students in piano ensemble, or together with other teachers’ student,
in order to obtain homogeneous groups. This

for Four, Diabelli for Three and Rêverie, as
I showed in the EPTAS Congress 2012 in
Stockholm
The content of lessons in the piano-ensemble, in broad lines are summarized as follows:
• Original compositions/arrangements for
multiple pianos (duo, trio, quartet, etc.)
• Original compositions/arrangements for
multiple hands (4-, 6-, 8-hands etc.)
• free Improvisation exercises (free creation)
• The use of chord names with or without
melody, to create parts, voices and accompaniment. n
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Coping with Piano Service
- the piano technicians view, by Tore Persson, Sweden

O

ne of the many benefits with a planned
piano service, apart from the obvious joy
of playing a good piano, is that the costs for
the service are known. We can calculate the
costs of service.
As with so many things in life, we get what
we pay for. Less money for service means
worse instruments and more money means
better instruments. The good thing is that we
can choose. This is true for service as well. It
is better to choose the level of service one can
afford, then to choose no service at all.
All pianists
have to cope with
the piano in front
of them, for better
or worse. Other
instrumentalists
can usually bring
Reshaping the hammers
their own, wellknown, sometimes even customized instrument with them at all times. The pianist is often
confronted with an unknown instrument. Under
the luckiest of circumstances the piano readily
lends itself to play a full range of colours and
nuances, with the possibilities to play all the
music in the pianist’s imagination. But all too
often the instrument is in a poor shape, so
that performing becomes a struggle. Almost
an insult to the many hours of practicing, and
many years of education.
Why there are so many bad pianos out
there, and what to do about it is perhaps a
too complex question to answer in full in this
space. But one of the reasons could be the
lack of information on the subject of piano
service. The topic of this article is to remedy
some of this, and to give the pianist a better
understanding of the options available regarding the care of the piano. A line of thinking and
also something about the costs involved.

The piano

The history of the instrument is over 300
years old, the construction of the modern
piano is essentially the same as in 1880. The
piano consists of over 12000 parts, most of
them made out of hygroscopically sensitive
materials such as wood, leather and felt. The
piano action with its moving parts is a highly
complex and detailed machinery. With its
tight tolerances, many springs, levers and
action centres, it is in a sense both fragile and
remarkably reliable. I think of it as something
of a true mechanical marvel, an invention from
a time when labour was cheap and production
with handcraft was the only option available. It
is hard to find another machinery of today with
any resemblance to the piano. Today it still
takes many painstaking hours to produce and
adjust a quality instrument. That´s because
many of the functions important for the pianists
sensitive hand and ear, must be done in
the same way as when the instrument was
invented. But in spite of these difficulties the
materials and protocols for how to service the
piano is well known and time tested among the
piano builders and the piano technicians.
In my opinion, all the knowledge and
methods to keep a good, new, quality piano
maintained in pristine condition are available.
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Why does the piano deteriorate?

The original quality is an important factor. A
good quality piano made of carefully dried and
selected material, machined and joined to high
standards with good workmanship, will deteriorate less than a bad piano. Another is use.
A piano that is used many hours every day
gets a lot more wear then a seldomly played
instrument. Wear on the felt and leather parts
changes the touch, and the compaction of the
hammerfelt changes the sound considerably.
An uneven climate, especially considering
the humidity subjects the wooden parts to
dimensional changes. This leads to bad tuning
stability, changes in the sensitive action parts
relationships and, if severe, failure of wood,
and glue joints.

Either the musician have to accept substandard instruments, or a new instrument must be
bought much sooner than necessary.

Example of service plans

Example 1 is a calculation of three different
alternatives for servicing a piano and their consequences regarding costs and playing quality.
In this theoretical example the instrument is a
new grand piano of good quality that is used
in the pianist education in a university setting.
The climate is fairly good, and the usage is
moderate with 4-6 hours of playing time a day,
nine months a year. The expected using time
is 30 years and the costs of tuning and hourly
rate for other work is found in the rows below.

Indoor humidity and temperature fluctuations in my home during the year 2011
A goal for a good and well executed service
is to mend the ill effects of the above conditions. Lack of service is one factor that makes
the piano deteriorate.

What service is needed?

The instrument needs tuning, voicing, action
regulation and changes of parts when worn
out. Typically these parts would be hammers,
keyboard bushings, whippens, strings and
damper felt. If these services are undertaken
in a controlled manner, the needs for other
services like repairing and rebuilding of the
piano will not be necessary. Good service is, in
my opinion, best done before a machine stops
functioning. Adjustments and changing of parts
should be done before errors occur. Compare
with the maintenance plan for a car. It is designed to avoid the disappointment of ending
up with a broken engine along the roadside.
The number of tunings, the hours needed
for action service, and the need for changing
worn out parts depends on parameters like
climate factors, level of use, expected level of
performance, personal taste, room acoustics
and so on. Consequently, every piano must
get its own specially tailored service schedule.
The question is not if, but rather when, and
how much service the instrument needs.

Whippen assembly

Hammer assembly

To be a little provocative, I would say that
failing to give the instrument an adequate
service leads to one of two consequences.
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Alternative “Only tuning”

The service are one tuning pro year and
the yearly cost of service is € 120. This is a
scenario I have met quite often. The consequences for the musician would probably be
that the instrument would sound in tune during
the first month after the yearly tuning, the rest
of the year more or less severely out of tune.
The sound and control of the action, the musical possibilities, would decrease every year,
starting as harshness in the middle registers
year two to three. In year seven the pianissimo control would be lost along with sluggish
keys. In year ten it would be considered a “bad
instrument”, in year twelve strings would start
to break, and the rest of the expected life time
the instrument would probably be considered
a bad investment. The musicians are weeping,
the economic department is happy.

Alternative “Optimal”

The instrument is tuned every month of the
school year. It gets eight hour of action regulation and voicing every summer. It will, probably
after ten to fifteen years get new hammers with
shank and rollers, whippens, dampers, key
bushings and strings. That cost is divided with
the expected using time. The yearly cost for
all of this is € 1841. Here the musicians have
an instrument that sounds and feels the same
every time they sit down to play. The musicians are very happy, the economic department weeps. The instrument can be sold after
30 year for good value.

Alternative ”Medium”

The instrument gets the same change of
parts after fifteen years, but only two tunings
a year, and one action regulation every third

Example of service plans:

summer for a total cost of €701 every year.
This is one of many possible compromises
between the musicians and the economy
department. The instrument is usable for many
years, it sounds bad some part of the year, but
the cost is manageable. The musicians are
quite happy, and the economic department is
also quite happy.
Example 2 builds on a real case, a basic
music school in the middle of Sweden, and
shows what can be done by putting the resources were they are most needed.
When I started there, my contract was to
tune 48 pianos and 2 grand pianos twice a
year. Total yearly cost for this was € 12000
every year. Upon inspection, every piano
action was badly out of regulation due to

the lack of action
service. Most of the
instruments was not
too old and of good
quality. After several
meetings with a group
of piano teachers and
the head of the school
we made up a short
term renovation plan
to bring up the best
instrument to a better
shape.
First 8 bad uprights
were discarded, taken
out of use, leaving 42
instruments to service.
28 of the upright pianos and the 2 grand
pianos were valued as vital for the school.
These were subjected to full action service
during a period of three years. The total cost
was € 36000. Then a long term service plan
was made where:
- 2 grand pianos and 4 upright pianos in the
piano teacher’s studios were tuned 4 times a
year along with 3 hours of action service every
year.
- 20 pianos got two tunings a year along with
one hour of action service.
- 16 pianos got one tuning a year
Total yearly cost was € 11.880
So in conclusion, after a relatively high
initial cost of € 36000 to bring the inventory

back to much better
musical standards,
the new service plan
had comparable
good service for the
important and most
used instruments and
less for the seldom
used. The € 36000
was compared with
the prospect of having to buy 30 new
instruments to a cost
of about €200.000.
The new service plan fitted in the budget of
my initial contract. The result was better quality
for the same money. The musicians were quite
happy, the head and economic department
danced of joy…
For more information on the subject, check out
these useful links:
The European piano technicians organisation
www.Euro-piano.org
The American piano technicians guild
www.ptg.org
Information site when buying a piano
www.pianobuyer.com
Google Alfred Brendels essay “Coping with
pianos”
Google “Pianomania”, a documentary movie
following the master piano technician Stefan
Knupfer. n

Acoustic Piano Versus Digital Piano
by Kjell Edstrand, Sweden

O

ver the years as musician and teacher
I’ve often seen, specially the last 10
years, that students who play jazz or rock
piano have difficulties with pain in both back,
shoulders and arms. Since I’ve experienced
the same sensations playing on digital pianos
and/or synthesizers I see an explanation to
these symptoms connected to those instruments. During my lectures over the years
I’ve met a lot of piano players sharing my
experiences – fatigue, pain, lack of control of
the sound.
1. The digital piano has a fixed release. On
some pianos you can choose how long release
you want but you can’t affect it while playing.
As a pianist you want to control that yourself
and be able to vary the release depending on
what you are playing. For instance a jazz-pianist playing swing-phrases can use a relaxed
portato on a real piano and the sound would
be almost legato as a result of the use of accents. On a digital piano you will have to “stay
longer” on each key to get the same result – or
else it will sound staccato-like. This will lead to
tensions in your arms.
2. You can’t expand the sound differently on
a single tone on a digital piano. All anticipations of notes will be very flat and non-expanding.
3. If you repeat a chord with sustain pedal
down with similar attack on each chord the volume doesn’t increase as I does on an acoustic
instrument.
4. The key sensitivity is related to key velocity and much more sensitive than on a normal
piano. The dynamic range within a fixed

volume is not big – you tend to use the volume
knob to get the result you want. It’s also
impossible to press a key without resulting in a
sound. Instinctively a lot of pianists block their
elbows tight to the body and play only from
the wrist – you can call this a “wood-peckerattack”. Shoulder pain is an obvious result of
this technique.
5. Last but not least: the manufacturers of
digital pianos are trying very hard to sample
more and more characteristics from the pianos. This leads to possibilities to incorporate
pedal-sounds (actually sounds from the pedal
mechanics!!)
All this is to please the pianist – you could
say that most samples of piano sounds are
built on the impression of the piano from the
pianists listening point. A lot of keyboard
sounds are implemented. That’s because they
want us, the musicians, to recognize the sound
from the playing position. Then you take that
sound and amplify – that’s not what you here
from an acoustic. In my experience a digital
piano will work for maximum 5 years. The new
digital up-right-pianos built today are not cheap
– the will cost around 5.200 € and the V-Grand

digital grand piano around 19.000 €. Those
instruments doesn’t save space – they are full
size instruments.
In my opinion we can’t stop the use of digital pianos. These instruments are here to stay.
What really worries me is the fact that the music academies here in Sweden are investing in
this instrument – not just for students practice
but for teaching, at least in the music teacher
departments. This gives a signal down to all
piano teachers that it’s actually OK to educate
on high levels and that there is no difference
between analog and digital instruments.
I’ve haven’t heard about one single drum
teacher who thinks it’s all right to teach on a
digital drum kit. The playing technique is different and professional drummers have experienced the same kind of pain and injuries when
forced to play digital kits in theatres, often
used to make the work of the sound engineers
easier.
We have to share this knowledge with our
school leaders and politicians. I’m also trying
to contact the manufacturers of digital pianos
to start a discussion what we expect from
these instruments. We also have to realize that
a lot of our students are practicing on digital pianos or even synthesizers. I recommend every
piano teacher to have one digital piano in your
studio to show the students (and their parents)
the risks involved when playing.
If you have more questions, or just want to
discuss this topic, you are welcome to look into
my blog on www.pianoforza.com. n
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Piano Dream - Creative Piano Teaching
by Mariann Ábrahám, Hungary

I

would like to introduce you to a Piano Tutor
published in Hungary in 2008 which builds
up the process of teaching the piano from
much wider and more complex foundations
compared to what we are used to. The author
of the three volumes of the Piano Tutor is the
pianist and music teacher Mária Apagyi.
Beginning in 1968 a crucial role in the development of Mária Apagyi’s ideas concerning
the process of teaching music was played by
her husband the painter Dr. Ferenc Lantos,
who works with the visual arts.

foundations shared by the different disciplines.

On interdisciplinary foundations

Of course at the same time the main
focus is on the music, learning the piece and
performing it in the best manner possible. The
teaching of a piece of music can begin in many
different ways, but this is basically just a matter of choosing in which order we do things.
Teaching and introducing MUSICAL LANGUAGE as the primary goal.
The spoken form of musical language is
improvisation, its written form is the composition of short pieces.

Few words about the work that
preceded it

In 1985, after one and a half decades of
working together and sharing their ideas about
the arts, they set up the Free School of the
Arts, based on their joint experiences. The
joint teaching endeavors of the two artists over
several decades have provided opportunities
for making some unusual observations and to
draw conclusions. As we all know, in general
the practice of instrumental teaching is based
on the following points:
• Students of exceptional talent should be
assisted towards a musical career, prepared
for entering competitions, and their technical
and aural skills should be developed, while
• Students who like music, but do not intend
to pursue it as a career, should be given a less
rigorous course of teaching.
The Free School of Arts diverges from
what is usual.
Anyone – from
a child of four to
adult can join in
the work being
done there and
in the beginning stages all
participate on
an equal footing, regardless
of whether during the course
they take up a
musical career
or not.
The results of
these are summarized in this
Piano Tutor,
which I would
now like briefly
introduce to
you. Naturally, right from the very beginning, in
the first stages of learning, students begin in a
different direction and spirit.

Improvisation
bush, a flower, or a human being. Everything
is built upon a shared general principle, so
that in the end it doesn’t matter what we study,
as long as we are intelligent enough to be
aware of basic principles and the structure that
underlies life.” - Albert Szent-Györgyi
The aim of this teaching method is to try
and introduce the child to the principles that
operate in the world around us, seen in its
grand totality.

Elements Structural principles

We have to explain to the child that
everything can be reduced to its elements,
because everything in the world is made up
of elements; these are
all different, and take
their character from the
thing being examined.
Elements are organized
into a whole according
to the structural principles that characterize
the way the whole
world operates. It is
important to note that
by elements we mean
those things which
contain the properties
absolutely essential
to the character of the
whole. For us, in teaching a child we are dealing with the elements
which are most easily
grasped, and not those
considered from the microscopic aspect. The
basic elements of music and how it sounds
is sound itself. It is important to emphasize
that elements are individual and specific to
the thing under examination. We can say that
structural principles (symmetry, asymmetry,
contrast, parallel line, repetition, golden ratio,
etc.) are general, and sometimes we find one,
sometimes another, and in a single piece of
music, a single picture, a single poem etc.
several of them can be found together too.
According to this teaching idea the development of the child’s mind and his emotions is on

“The teaching of a
piece of music can
begin in many different ways, but this is
basically just a matter of choosing in
which order we do
things.”

Intellectual development

Let us now see how this method results in
a deeper understanding of music. The leitmotif
of the book is taken from the Nobel prize-winning Hungarian doctor and biochemist Albert
Szent-Györgyi, and is as follows:
“Nature is built on large principles. Nature
doesn’t create different principles for a tree, a
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Just as spoken language is taught, so also
can the form of the language of music be
taught, namely through improvisation. The first
requirement for this is a knowledge of the constituent elements of music, the notes, how they
sound, the great variety of rhythmic possibilities, as well as the sounds that can be made
on and by the instrument. It is after all hugely
important that children should listen to the
sounds they make, and be able to distinguish
between the different things they hear.

Composing short pieces

Mária Apagyi’s pedagogical concept also
teaches the written form of the language of
music. For a beginner this activity is not possible, but only after acquiring a minimum of
theoretical knowledge.
By then, in possession of some of the rules
of musical theory, the children can put their
knowledge to independent use and be given
little exercises in composition. In this way with
the things they have experienced and the
skills they have tested they will approach their
pieces with a much greater understanding.
All of the above aspects form part of introducing, analysing and teaching a new piece of
music. Any of these three can be the place
where the teacher begins. Of course we must
not make this way of teaching mechanical. The
child must be allowed to notice things himself
later, even a month later, it is not necessary
for the teacher to draw the pupil’s attention to
everything immediately at the start.
Let the child feel he has discovered
something for himself. It is however important
that the teacher should be able to point to
analogies in similarly constructed phenomena
whether in nature or art. He should point out
that nature and art have common roots in the
way they are organized.

So what is this approach to instrumental teaching about?

“Based upon interdisciplinary connected
relationships, and beginning with the piano:
Basic musical knowledge.
Piano pieces in various styles, including
easy jazz (pieces for 2, 4, and 6 hands)
Technical exercises. By development of
skills we mean technique – scales, style,
expression, analysis of works. When I perform
music, I am interpreting works which are writ-

ten down.
Exercises to practice improvisation.
When I improvise I am presenting my own
creative imagination, and myself.
Musical compositions by children and
children’s drawings. Composing is an activity
which raises the question of having a musical
content with meaningful relationships, things
which are closely connected emotionally and
intellectually.
Visual analogies taken from art, architecture, literature and nature.
At the end of each chapter examples to
encourage further exploration”

Let us see how visual art is related
to music

The tutor contains analogies taken from
children´s drawings.
Just as on the piano we can play notes
which are separated staccato, clusters, legato,
the child can draw the same on paper with
dots, blotches and lines. A drawing that uses
dots is the simplest, because it doesn’t require
technical skill to carry it out. The child has to
decide how densely to draw them, how many
to draw, what size to draw them, how to group
them, what color they will be. “It would be
a mistake to assume that the child must do
drawing in every lesson - that’s not the point.
The point is that we should feel the extra
things that it gives him”.
Drawing can also stimulate improvising on
the piano. There is no direct connection, the
drawing just serves to stimulate the imagination. Where the drawing changes a color, the
pupil should try to find how this change can
be played on the piano. After this the child will
experience timbre differently. This immediately
becomes a question of instrumental technique
which the child discovers instinctively through
movements deriving from his imagination,
indeed it may spark off his sensitivity to the
sound of the instrument.
Here we are not talking about illustrating the
mood of the music, but about analogy with the
piece’s structure! It is of prime importance to
analyse the work and show the pupil how the
piece is organized formally. Then the child can
express in drawing how he feels and interprets
the way the connections and relationships in
the piece are organized, the whole being a
rough analogy with the musical form. The goal
of this is higher still though. It is not enough
to slavishly produce a drawing analogous to
the musical structure. The final point is that
the child should become aware during this
musical and visual activity of what is shared,
the joint roots, the ORDER common to natural
forms.
These can have a huge role in the development of concentration, because attention
must be given to proportion through hearing,
through knowledge and visually too. Here it is
completely obvious that the roots of the two
domains - visual art and art in sound - coincide
precisely in their structural principles.
As we leaf through a publication embracing 40 years of work, and which is indeed the
summary of a life of teaching music, I would
like to hand on to you in a few sentences the
message of Mária Apagyi and Ferenc Lantos:
“Teaching artistic things are a huge responsibility, because we are not dealing with
art, with music, with painting, but with human
beings. All these things must be at the service
of human life, not of a profession.” When

children play music, the subject is not the
music, but they themselves. Hence we have
to arrive at the point where the child can feel
that the teaching is about himself, his life, and
not about the musical profession, a curriculum
or the obsessions of the teacher. This is what
gives the teacher his responsibility in the work
he’s doing. He must first of all concentrate on
the child, the person, and discover in him the
things that his capabilities allow the teacher to
develop individually. That means students cannot all reach the same level. It often happens
that a child is successful when he is young, but
later is glossed over because society expects
different things from an adult. It is important
that music teaching does not produce mechanical piano bashers, but through playing the
piano can develop a creative way of thinking.
The teacher should talk to a child in the same
way he talks to an adult. We shouldn’t tell him
what to do, but wait to see what he already
knows, and go on from there. We should wait
patiently until he can do what we have asked
him to do.

The philosophy of this Piano Tutor
summarized in brief:

What is the aim of music teaching?
The most important result of teaching and
education should be that the student is a more
human person. The teacher’s work is creative
work. The teacher’s job is to create people in
the same way a composer creates pieces of
music. To produce people who are as positive,
as rich, and as versatile as possible. n

At a high artistic level
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Creativity in Piano Technique
by Murray McLachlan, UK

T

raditionally practice tends to be structured
into recognisable compartments of time by
students. Usually work commences with exercises, moves onto scales and arpeggios, possibly followed by studies, before repertoire is
tackled in the largest segment of practice each
day. Sight reading is often left till last. Composition, aural and improvisation training is then
either neglected entirely, or else squeezed into
whatever time is left at the end of the working
week. This seems a great pity, because it is
perfectly possible- and often extremely desirable- to fuse and unify aural and ‘creative’
skills/practice with technical development.
The simplest way to get started with ‘creative’ technical work is to transpose exercises
or problem. Transposition not only stimulates and nourishes technical facility- it also
provides a firm understanding of intervallic
and key relationships and so leads to stronger
aural and memory skills. Indeed many memory
stumbles result from a lack of security/awareness of basic chordal sequences. I strongly
recommend that technical difficulties in one
hand are practised in the other hand too, also
through modulation, bearing in mind the fact
that pianism thrives on fingering that is symmetrical. This is because humans are anatomically designed via laws of symmetry. Thus an
ascending arpeggio pattern in the right hand
is best worked at with the same fingering in a
modified descending version for the left hand,
rather than as a literal ‘copy’ that uses totally
different fingering.
Of course it makes sense to extend technical difficulties for one hand by playing symmetrical versions of
the problem with both
hands simultaneously.
Inevitably this will lead
to many compositional
discoveries as the
harmonic flavour that
results from symmetry usually creates
a 20th/21st century
soundscape of intriguing colours. Works as
famous as Bartok’s
‘Music for Percussion,
Strings and Celeste’
and Busoni’s ‘Fantasia Contrappuntistica’
lean heavily on techniques of symmetrical
inversion, so who knows where your technical
extensions could lead you?! Certainly there is
never an excuse for feeling bored with technical challenges...
But if you must stick to one handed technical work from tried and tested authors such as
Schmit and Tankard/Harrison, then do try to
play chords and figurations in the hand that is
not working. It can be intriguing and inspirational to play fiver finger exercises in the right
hand whilst adding, for example, whole tone
chords in the left. And one should not be limited to monochrome colours in this endeavourthe whole gamut of touch and tonal should be
considered and utilised in turn.

Systematic technical progress can be made
by taking particular technical problems and
‘exercising’ them via transcription. Busoni
famously used to melodies from ‘The Merry
Widow’ in octaves! In a similar way, we can
take popular melodies and work at them in
trills, double thirds and sixths, chords and
octaves. Motivation to improve becomes so
much stronger when a student can claim ownership of the exercise or study he is practising
simply because he is the exercise’s composer!
But perhaps the most stimulating existing repertoire to use for technical creativity is
found in the best known keyboard works of
Bach. Busoni’s long out of print Schirmer edition of Part one of the ‘Well-Tempered Clavier’
is filled to the brim with ideas and possibilities
for exercises based on Bach. As such it can be
considered as more of a technical testament to
pianists than a mere edition.
Ideas from Bach are important in Frank
Merrick’s wonderful ‘Practising the Piano’
(published 1960, Barrie and Jenkins), one
of the most creatively charged text books
on piano technique in the literature. Merrick
recommends that each of the Bach two part
inventions be practised with only one finger in
each hand. He also suggests that the inventions make excellent octave studies. They can
also be played in double thirds, sixths, and in
different keys- whilst retaining fingering from
the original key.Such practice may prove too
challenging at first, but with perseverance
most certainly leads to superior facility, flexibility and a stronger awareness of the geography
of the keyboard. Merrick stresses the importance of singing one voice
in a Bach three part fugue
whilst playing the other two
(Nadia Boulanger also recommended this challenge)
and generally brings energetic brio and sparkle to
every aspect of technique
that he discusses.
A lot of progress can
be made by finding the
essential stumbling block
that is preventing a particular passage from working
convincingly. By isolating
the problem, then working on a whole range of
exercises that addresses
it, an encyclopaedic
breadth will begin to emerge in one’s overview
of pianism. It is also tremendously stimulating
to ‘relate’ passages from different repertoire,
then practice them all, one after the other.
Thus trill passages in the ‘Goldberg’ variations
can be placed next to similar figurations from
late Beethoven, Chopin and Liszt. The most
curious students will extend each example,
transposing amd reworking them for both
hands, finding out how to co-ordinate muscles
and fingers in the best way in each case.
Ultimately a creative approach to practising
technique saves time- it leads to greater musical understanding and also to more facility,
so that more and more challenges become

“...perhaps the most
stimulating existing
repertoire to use for
technical creativity
is found in the best
known keyboard
works of Bach.“
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realisable-without having to think about them
as challenges in the first place.
When faced with passagework that requires delicacy, sparkling freshness, mercurial
lightness of touch and clarity, teachers often
divide into two camps:
On the one hand, students can be told to
practice heavily in isometric rhythms, fortissimo, with no regard for the musical context,
meaning or even to the dynamics on the page.
They are told to work to aim for confidence
and security, even though the end result has
nothing to do with what they are trying to
achieve musically. This is Mechanical drilling,
and can be viewed as the antithesis of creative
practice.
In complete contrast is scenario two, where
students are urged to practice for the musical
result, with sounds in their inner ears. They are
encouraged to strive for the magical, artistic
vision. Work can still utilise isometric rhythms
and practice can still focus on small groups
of notes played up to speed with pauses, and
work can still be meticulous and fussy.
The problems with mechanical drilling are
obvious, but the problems with creative practice are also quickly evident to anyone who
has taught young pianists who simply do not
yet have sufficient technical skills to cope with
exposed linear pianism. Quite clearly mindless
mechanics are wrong, but equally creative
practice will not work either until years upon
years have passed. It takes subconscious motor skills and co-ordination at a subliminal level
for all the messages from teachers to sink in to
the extent that they will always be reliable.
The answer is to find inspiration and celebration in the early stages of technical development in the ‘music as sport’ aesthetic, whilst
remembering that listening always remains
vital, and that music is so much more interesting and valuable than anything merely athletic.
It is a myth to assume that fingers need to be
‘built-up’ in terms of strength for X number
of hours a day whilst the ears can switch
off. Truly productive technical progress is as
intellectually demanding (and potentially as
emotionallydraining) as any other kind of work
at the piano. It is the combination of alert ears,
physical relaxation/well being and imaginative/
emotional receptivity that produces positive
results in regular technical practice sessions
at the keyboard. Here are some of the ways
in which an ideal combination of sensory and
creative sensitivity can be stimulated in order

for you to be completely focused, engaged
and on top form when you tackle technical
problems and exercises at the keyboard:
Whatever you are practising it is surely
essential not to force the tone - nor playing
at your optimum level of velocity. By always
having something in reserve you maximise
your receptivity to creativity, and limit risks
of tension, anxiety and vulgarity. You won’t
far wrong if you simply play through a scale
sequence, an etude or even a short piece at
an extremely slow pace, molto pianissimo.
Remember the words of Tobias Matthay
(‘Never play faster than you think’) and Busoni
(‘I never play loudly’). By this the implication
is that you should always feel it is possible
to play louder and faster than you actually
choose to do. In this way ‘control’, ‘poise’ and
‘aristocratic effortlessness’ becomes so much
easier to achieve.

Alfred Cortot’s ‘Rational Principles
of Piano Technique’
Cortot’s celebrated collection of exercises
is arguably the most creative available, in
the sense described here, of all the standard
anthologies of exercises. Complete with a
detachable transposition chart which also
offers rhythmic variants and which the student
is expected to apply to every exercise in the
book, its exhaustive nature and approach can
be rather intimidating. But when one tunes
in to its uncompromising, encyclopedic style,
it quickly becomes evident that without an
acute ear, flexibility mixed with co-ordination,

and a consistent desire for non percussive,
resonant sonorities, most of Cortot’s exercises
are simply impossible to execute with any
conviction at all. I am especially fond of many
of the exercises on the chapters dealing with
polyphonic technique and the thumb/changing
position, for they nurtur beauty of sound and
advanced finger coordination/precision to an
extent not really encountered in any other work
of this nature. It is also a wonderful course for
emphasising the need for pianists to remain
flexible and loose in their wrists, elbows and
shoulders.

Lateral thinking

Many of the frustrations of technical
restrictions can be overcome by aproaching
problems in completely different ways. I would
always recommend that students take time
to ‘stand back’ from technical problems, and
refrain from mindlessly repeating awkward
corners endlessly. Often a fresh perspective
can be achieved simply by adjusting one’s
thought processes so that focus on a particular
line or voice in a thick texture takes anxieties
away from ‘the difficult jump’. It is also worth
considering association of a particular object
or image with the successful realisation of a
hazardous man oeuvre. Several years ago I
worked with a student who thought of an apple
when he navigated through a left hand passage of ferocious danger - and he swore that
it was this visual anchor that led to consistent
success in the passage!

Stim’s founders

The Swedish Composers' Society

What is föreningen svenska
tonsättare (the Swedish
Composers' Society)?
Föreningen svenska tonsättare (FST, the
Swedish Composers' Society) represents
professional composers who are active in the
field of contemporary classical music
composition. It has existed since 1918, when it
was founded by some of the most renowned
Swedish composers of the day – people like
Kurt Atterberg, Hugo Alfvén, Oskar Lindberg,
Wilhelm Peterson-Berger, Ture Rangström,
Wilhelm Stenhammar and others.
FST has over 270 members, of whom 240 are
composers. The other members are either
elected as associate members or as honorary
members, meaning that in their professional
lives they have in various ways supported and
encouraged contemporary Swedish music.
FST’s objective is to look after the artistic,
financial and social interests of its members, to
help spread Swedish music at home and
abroad, and generally to promote Swedish
musical culture.

It was the FST which in 1923 founded Stim,
the Swedish Performing Rights Society,
recognising that the monitoring and
administration of copyright and royalties
took too much time away from the political
debate about music, and from actually
composing music. Since then, FST has been
represented on STIM’s board and on various
committees related to STIM’s activities,
including Svensk Musik (the Swedish Music
Information Center).

National, Nordic and
international co-operation
Ever since its foundation, FST has maintained wideranging contacts with composer organisations in
other countries, and has campaigned actively to
strengthen international co-operation both in artistic
and copyright matters. Nordic co-operation within
Nordisk komponistråd (the Nordic Composers´
Council) is particularly active.
FST also works closely with other artistic
organisations, through KLYS (Konstnärliga
och litterära yrkesutövares samarbetsnämnd,
the Swedish Joint Committée for Artistic and
Literary Professionals). FST is also the body to
which political proposals involving music are
referred. FST is also represented on the boards
of various institutions, foundations and
administrative groups involved in music.

Further creativity via symmetrical
inversion and counterpoint

It goes without saying that Chopin’s etudes
are of seminal importance, but many of them
are concerned with the development of one
hand in particular. Though most of us cannot
rise to the imaginative genius of a Leopold
Godowsky when we extend technical work
into the realms of composition, my own symmetrical inversion of the G flat etude op. 25
no. 9 yielded much of help to me personally.
By ‘mirroring’ the right hand, the left hand
becomes pianistic and ‘inside’ the piano. November 2012 see the release of a new three
CD set of Ronald Stevenson transcriptions I
recorded two years ago. Stevenson’s ‘Three
contrapuntal Studies on Chopin Waltzes’ is an
exhilarating cocktail which mixes two of Chopin’s celebrated A flat Waltzes into a single
whole. Here contrapuntal genius and a deep
understanding of how the two hands can work
in complementary physical movements leads
to a fresh perspective. One can well imagine
the initial gestation of this ‘commentary’ on
Chopin growing from the Scottish composerpianist’s own practice sessions of the original
waltzes. n

FST’s organisation
and internal working
The board consists of eight active
composers. The administrative headquarters
are located in Stockholm, and meetings are
held once a month. The work is very varied
and ranges from giving financial advice to
arranging social gatherings – sometimes
light-hearted, sometimes formal.
Members are spread all over Sweden,
though a large majority live in the
Stockholm area. Gothenburg and its
surroundings, and the southern province of
Skåne, are also home to many composers.
Anyone who is established in a not too
tightly defined sphere of Swedish musical
life can become a member. For more
information about the election criteria,
please contact the FST office.
More information is available from the FST
office, Box 27327, 102 54 Stockholm,
Sweden.
Visiting address: Sandhamnsgatan 79 (STIM-huset)
Telephone number: +46 (0)8-783 95 90
Fax number: +46 (0)8-783 95 40
E-mail: kansli@fst.se
Website: www.fst.se
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Improvisation – The Art of Doing
by Tilmar Junius, Netherlands
Trust and play

T

he magic of improvisation is one of the
most powerful elements in all art forms. All
over the world its versatility plays an important
role in art in general and music in particular.
Inspiring musical and non-musical examples of
improvisation include Japanese suiboku-ga ink
paintings, the French classical organ tradition,
the ‘modalities’ of the renowned choreographer William Forsythe, the unique relationship
between music and dance in African cultures,
jazz music and North Indian classical music.
At the one end the world of today is dominated by control and predictability, but maybe
that’s why at the other end especially today the
unique features and results of improvisation
are grateful subjects for scientific research in a
whole range of research fields1.
Just to be clear: This presentation is not
about if and why improvisation should be a
part of the regular music lesson. By 2012 it is
hard to find people who deny the importance
of improvisation in the basic piano lesson.
Also it’s not about when improvisation
should deserve a place in the regular music
lesson. In fact improvisation is truly one of the
few musical skills that everybody can enjoy
at every age and on every level, whether on
stage or in the practice room.
The purpose of this contribution is to
present a way to focus on what and how of
teaching improvisation. Below we will have a
closer look to some details and backgrounds.
During the presentation we will focus on two
basic questions:
1. What type of improvisation assignments
can I give?
2. How do I give feedback on this type of
improvisation?
Parts from ‘Lieutenant Kijé’ by Sergei
Prokofieff will serve as example.
When it comes to teaching and studying
improvisation, assignments and feedback fall
roughly into six different categories:
I. Mindset II. Essentials III. Task
IV. Interaction V. Creativity VI. Idiom

Mindset and trust

Improvisation requires a unique mindset: An
improviser has to (learn to) accept and enjoy
the searching and experimental character of
the art of improvisation. By definition the outcome of the process of improvisation can not
and should not be compared to the outcome of
the process of interpreting composed music,
since the process is entirely different. In the
lesson room the student has to learn to trust
the teacher’s primary concern is to be the
quality of searching and reflection itself and
not the outcome of this process. Next to this,
an improviser has to learn to trust his/her own
personal taste and musical intuition.
Similar to studying and performing composed music, the practice room and the concert stage require completely different mindsets too. Too often a musician uses the focus
on details that is necessary during practicing
also on stage. Jazz educator Jerry Bergonzi
calls this the difference between spotlightconsciousness and floodlight-consciousness.
Spotlight-consciousness highlights one spe-

cific concept or idea, whereas floodlight-consciousness illuminates all of them equally. He
suggests that you use spotlight-consciousness
during practice and floodlight-consciousness
during performance2.

Essentials

Due to the very special nature of improvisation, aural skills and developing one’s musical
memory can be considered to be essential
skills for improvisation. Apart from these skills,
I guess every teacher has some priorities, the
“Whatever happens, these elements should be
taken care of as good as possible” essentials. My personal list includes sound quality,
rhythmic focus, posture and interaction. When
during an assignment or an exercise it is too
difficult for the student to take care of these
four essentials, I personally consider the
assignment of the exercise to be too difficult
or not clear enough to the student (yet) to
execute.

Tasks

As I wrote in the beginning of this article,
during the presentation we will have a look at
a piece by Sergei Prokofieff. By choosing a
piece of music as a starting point of improvisation I already made an important artistic and
educational choice: By using an existing piece
of music the improvisation will be guided by
(parts of) that very piece. Therefore in most
cases properly executing the material of the
piece (melody, accompaniment etc.) will be an
important starting point. In case the piece and
the improvisation are performed in a group setting or an ensemble, it is also essential that all
group members can play every ensemble role/
part. A lot of improvisation teachers emphasize
the importance of being able to execute every
ensemble role in all situations anyway, also in
case of solo improvisation3.
Of course one doesn’t necessarily have
to use a piece of music as a starting point for
improvisation. Improvising on a text, images, a
story or an (imaginary) event can be just as rewarding. Also in these cases studying the text/
image/story/event and its details is essential to
feed improvisation fruitfully. Improvising without any guidance, except the improvisational
compass of the musician(s), are challenging
and inspiring as well and an essential part of
any improvisation curriculum. But, even though
there are exceptions, true blanc canvas improvisation usually fits experienced improvisers better than less experienced players.

Idiom and analysis

In his book on improvisation British improviser and guitar player Derek Bailey describes
a whole range of music traditions in which
improvisation plays an important role. It’s interesting to note that most of these traditions in
teaching and learning music follow the model
imitation-variation-creation: The student first
has to imitate the master, then the student is
allowed (!) to make variations and only after a
longer period of time the student is considered
to be able to truly create (idiomatic) music4.
In most Western improvised music traditions
harmonic-melodic analysis also plays a crucial

role in learning and
teaching improvisation.

Downsides

Especially
when you want
to improvise in
a specific music
tradition, thoroughly
being familiar with
the idiom and solid
analytical skills are
indispensable. From an educational point of
view this approach unfortunately has two serious downsides.
First: This way a list of minimum requirements is created before someone can enter
the wonderful world of improvisation, requirements that only are achievable for relatively
few musicians.
Second: Even when someone might meet
these requirements, only the most talented
musicians can improvise without constantly
monitoring these idiomatic and analytic requirements during improvising, in other words:
Only the happy few can truly enjoy all the great
things improvisation a person can bring.

Details

To prevent the art of improvisation from
becoming a music-theoretical discourse a different approach is needed, or more precisely:
It is needed to add a different approach to
analysis, an approach that doesn’t rely on
harmonic-melodic knowledge or being initiated
into the idiom. Instead of making harmonicmelodic and idiomatic analyses the improviser
can also look for creative ideas within’ the
material of the composed piece. In case of the
‘Romance’ of the ‘Lieutenant Kijé’ there are
plenty possibilities:
• The story – The story of Lieutenant Kijé
‘evolves from an incident of Hollywood-type
madness: Through a wildly unlikely mistake,
the non-existent name Lieutenant Kijé has
been entered into the rolls of a military company, and in order to prevent official embarrassment, a Kijé is invented. The film then
chronicles in narrative the Lieutenant’s arrival,
marriage, and burial’.
• Tonal material – Harmonically the ‘Romance’ is primarily modal, melodically the
melody notes together create a scale that can
be used for improvisation
• Cells - Like more Prokofieff’s music the
melody is based on several melodic and
rhythmic cells. These cells are ideal sources
for improvisational ideas
• Details – The music is full of melodic,
harmonic, rhythmic and coloristic details and
each of these details are great starting points
for improvisation
• The accompaniment is simple and effective, giving room for inversions and variations


A playful approach

By diminishing the quantitative, measurable
aspects in favor of the qualitative, non-measurable aspects a different type of feedback
and support by the teacher is also needed.
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Although the measurable aspects of “what
notes can/should be played when” are really
important, this different approach to defining
material for improvisation extends feedback
possibilities tremendously and gives feedback
a more playful character discussing:
1. Creative possibilities of the material
derived from the music itself
2. How to achieve coherence, structure and
musical interest (variation, tension/release
etc.)
As long as the feedback is focusing on
discussing possibilities and giving inspiring
examples, instead of giving rules or ready-tocook solutions, sharing and exchanging ideas
will play be the main element in the lesson,

making music lessons even more lively, dynamic and surprising.
This approach to defining the material for
improvisation and studying improvisation at the
one end leads to a more playful way of looking
at music and improvisation. At the other end
it also leads to a deeper understanding of the
craft of musical composition, regardless of
style. Above all, this approach emphasizes
the qualitative aspects of music and opens the
way to more artistic awareness and engagement, based on trust and play. n

1 For example: Berkowitz, Aaron L., ‘The
Improving Mind – Cognition and creativity in
the musical moment’, Oxford University Press,
2010
2 Bergonzi, Jerry, ‘Developing a jazz language’, Advance Music, 2003
3 These functions include rhyhtmic accompaniment, rhythmic accents, rhythmic
counterpoint, bass, harmony, melodic accents,
melodic counterpoint and melody
4 Bailey, Derek, ‘Improvisation – Its nature
and practice in music’, Da Capo Press, 1993

How Belcanto had Influenced the World Pianism
by Marcella Crudeli, Italy, translation: Viorela Secere

W

hen the theatres had begun to open
about a public who payed, diffused
in many cities not only the tragedy and the
comedy simply recited, but also melodrama,
in the point that the first companies of itinerant
singers with a manager, had begun to exhibit
also to the European courts, the language
used was the Italian.
So called “belcanto” fruit of the perfect
education of the voice, the public became
enthusiastic, in this way the artists were not
only virtuous melodious, without particular
recitative skills.
Under this aspect were the Napoletans
Francesco Provenzale and especially Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) to elaborate the
compositions melodious in position to express
the different sentiments and emotions of
personages.
To the last one is due the introduction in
opera of symphony triple, the succession
uninterrupted of recitatives accompanied of
the orchestra and the development of the form
named “aria” col da capo (kind of thesis-antithesis synthesis).
The Neapolitan school that were an unbelievable success, created also the lively and
gentle “intermezzo” which consists in short
sketch with comic character where the personage (usually two), represent middle-class and
common people, contemporary of the daily
reality.
This intermezzo situated between a side
and another of serious melodrama, founded
with commedia of art, reach in liveliness and
comicity, will assume ad a certain point a really
autonomous life, become a real comic opera;
the greatest exponents of it are: Giovan Battista Pergolesi (la serva padrona), Giovanni
Paisiello (Nina, ossia la pazza per amore),
Domenico Cimarosa (Il matrimonio segreto)
e Niccolo Pcicini (La cechhina ossia la buona
filgiola). The German composer C. T. Gluck
(1745-1795) tried to bring back of their original
beginning, he worked together with the Italian
poet and librettist Ranieri de’ Calzabigi on the
basis of the Greek tragedy, he eliminated the
vocal virtuosity recommended with the music
the drama development by representation of
the credible situations.
There is not by case that melodrama is
the preferred genus by the Italian composers,
because they can let drive not only by a literary plot (a history or a situation more or less
truthful), but for a kind of internal adventure, by
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a plot of sentiments of a freely
concatenation.
The character of
the music can
be joyful or sad,
by case that the
opera (or the
single action) is
serious or comic.
The serious
opera could contain a serial with
tragic implications, touching,
dramatic and
could refer to a single personage or to whole
peoples, where the conflict between good and
evil appear with certain evidence.
The research of realty more human and
interior, the deepening about the psychological
study of personages and situations of a literary
vicissitudes (in the literature the maximum
where Alessandro Manzoni), were picked in
musical field by 4 biggest composers: Rossini,
Bellini, Donizetti and especially Verdi who
exceed decidedly the serious comic opera of
the eighteenth-century.
The named “veristic” between nineteenthcentury and twentieth century are Puccini,
Mascagni, Leoncavallo, Giordano and Cilea,
who potentially preferred the actions really
done or anyway represented by a realistic
sense I can nominate only some of the composers who taken themes by famous opera.
L. v. Beethoven (Variations “Nel corpo non
mi sento” dalla “Bella Molinara”),
F. Chopin had influenced by the friend Bellini figurations ornamental of theme di Bellini,
the style, cantabilità and arabesques, La ci
darem la mano – theme from Don Giovani di
Mozart, Variazioni brillanti – op.71 of theme
from opera comic Ludwig di Herold, Je vends
les scapulaires;
M. Glinka – Variazioni for piano and orchestra.
Busoni –Carmen.
F. Liszt had taken many themes by this operas: Réminiscences des Puritains
(V. Bellini) – for piano and orchestra
Fantaisie sur des motifs de l’opera “La Sonnambula” (Bellini)
Réminiscences de Norma
Réminiscences de Lucia de Lammermoor (G.
Donizetti)
Réminiscences de Lucrezia Borgia
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1. Trio du second acte
2. Fantaisie sur des motifs favoris de l’opera:
Chansons à boire (orgie); Duo Final
Grande paraphrase de la marche de Donizetti
compose pour Sa Majesté le sultan AbdoulMedij-Khan (Giuseppe Donizetti)
Tscherkessenmarsch aus Ruslana und Ludmila (M. Glinka)
Valse de l’opéra Faust (C. Gounod)
Grande fantaisie sur des themes de l’opéra
Les Huguenots (G. Meyerbeer)
Réminiscences de Don Juan
(W. A. Mozart)
Rigoletto. Paraphrase de concert
(G. Verdi)
Ouverture del Tannhäuser e dal Lohengrin (R.
Wagner)
Due pezzi dal Tannhäuser e dal Lohengrin (R.
Wagner)
The literary current artistic called “realism”
and “naturalism” developed during the last
ten years of French nineteenth-century, in
Italy had taken the name of “Verism” and
Verga and Capuana were the most significant
authors.
In musical field the point of reference was
Bizet (Carmen is very famous).
In Italy were Puccini (see la Manon Lescaut) and Mascagni (this one had inspired
directly by Novelle rosticane of Verga for
compose Cavalleria rusticana). But unforgettable remains also Leoncavallo with Pagliacci
and Giordano with him Andrea Chenier. The
vicissitudes taken by the ordinary life and their
transposition musically on the cruel reality are
supported by a stage designing more simple,
more domestic; the same music have to
remain constantly cramped by an person’s action of the public, in a position to facilitate a an
easy identification on behalf of public, although
the drama and the tensions were particularly
high.
The sentiments expressed are brought to
excess one vowel characterized by continual
leap and by a reach orchestration.
The verism reflects the contradictory results
of the national unification quite negative for
South of Italy.
With the verism we can’t dream but only to
take note of a reality far from being idyllic.
The composers at world level who had
followed to Italian opera had signified how this
form of serious and comic melodrama are influenced deeply from heart of every composer
the world pianism. n
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American Views of Teaching and Playing
the Piano
by Mayron Tsong, USA

S

ince its creation over 300 years ago, the
piano has become and remained one of
the world’s most popular instruments to this
day. Its versatility as a solo and ensemble
instrument make it natural for people to gather
around it for an evening of music, whether it
is a Schubertiade or Christmas Eve. And, as
such, much of the world’s most admired music
is music written for the piano.
Another reason for the enduring popularity
of the piano is the ability it has to carry a single
person’s thought and emotion; it can be a way
for its performer to express his/her truest self,
and for an audience to catch a glimpse of it.
When we see someone sit down at the piano,
we can sense how the music represents their
insides. A shrewd commentary in the 1875
New York World offered the following view:
“The piano may be looked upon as furniture
by dull observers or accepted as a fashion by
shallow thinkers, but it is in reality the artificial
nervous system, ingeniously made of steel
and silver, which civilization in its poetic justice
provides. Here it is, in this parlor with closed
doors, that the daughter of our day comes
stealthily and pours out the torrent of her
emotions through her finger-ends, directs the
forces of her youth and romanticism into the
obedient metal and lets it say in its own mystic
way what she dare not confess or hope in
articulate language.”
At times, the piano can be seen as a
symbol of withdrawal and of subjectivity. It can
also serve to represent high art form while still
being the easiest kind of music to understand.
And it is precisely these unique qualities of
the piano - its versatility and its potential for
solitary, yet complete, expression that makes it
so appealing.
More than anyone else, Franz Liszt
institutionalized the solo piano recital. Oth-

ers followed suit as
composer-pianists like von
Bulow, Anton Rubinstein,
Paderewski and Rachmaninoff, for example.
Because of the European and Russian wars,
America experienced an
enormous influx of creative
energy to the point that
one could say it is hard to
imagine where American
culture would be today
without the contributions of
many gifted refugees who
fled the terrors of Hitler and Stalin; the likes of
Balanchine, Bartok, Garbo and Stravinsky, just
to name a few.
A century and a half ago, it was a rare treat
to hear a great orchestra like the young Boston
Symphony. And since there were no radios
or recordings with which to hear orchestras
at home, music concerts in the United States
were a special occasion. When Anton Rubinstein toured the United States in the 1870’s,
less than 150 years ago, he was a revelation
and so was his repertoire of Beethoven Sonatas, Chopin and Schumann.
As audiences grew more familiar with the
European canon of solo piano literature, new
directions started to take hold in the 20th century. Joseph Horowitz, former New York Times
critic and author of seven books, including
“Understanding Toscanini,” “Wagner Nights,”
“The Ivory Trade,” and “Classical Music in
America” refers to the new movement as “the
culture of performance.” A new breed of performance specialist took over.
Thanks to the precedent set by Liszt,
the image of the romantic hero as pianist
was embraced by the public and virtuosi
like Horowitz, Rubinstein, Arrau and Serkin
enjoyed enormous popularity after immigrat-

Piano Teaching in China

ing to America. Their
tremendous success,
achieved both on stage
and through recordings,
left an indelible mark on
the cultural scene.
Horowitz goes on
to say, “After WWI,
America’s musical high
culture was preponderantly focused on the
act of performance.
Toscanini became the
first non-composer pervasively to symbolize ‘great
music’,” and “compared to classical music in
its European homeland, classical music in
the United States is a transplant. Deep roots
were not importable, nor in the main were they
newly cultivated.”
Indeed, for the most part, performers and
pianists, in particular, focused more on the European masterpieces, largely ignoring contemporary American composers of their adopted
motherland. On the whole, American classical
music may betray an absence of lineage and
continuity, and yet, perhaps it is precisely due
to this fragmentation that the easy and natural
shift of public attention to the performer was
possible and even celebrated.
In our new century, the solo pianist is
challenged to find something new to give, to
find interesting works and novel formats, to
recast themselves in a popular image that will
reach into the imaginations of today’s public.
We need to reach the youth, to re-imagine the
familiar, to ignite the creativity of future artists.
With this new imperative in mind, how do we,
as piano teachers in this century, teach young
pianists the strategy of renewal? What are the
implications for pedagogy for Conservatories
and Schools of Music? n

by Yan Shuang Lindblom, China

T

he ignorant time of Chinese national music
started more than two thousand years
earlier than the Chinese ancestor Emperor Xuanyuan and Yellow Emperor. In the Neolithic
age, which was 6 thousand and 7 hundred
years to 7 thousand years from nowadays, the
Chinese ancestors may had fired the TaoXun,
Dig the bone flute. The piano as a western
instrument had been spread to China more
than 200 years. In the Ming dynasty, the piano
was taken to China from the United Kingdom.
And the in the middle of 19 century, it was
taken to China in a large scale. In 1840, during the Opium War, it is the missionary who
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had brought the modern piano into
China.
The Chinese piano history might
be divided into three stages:

1. Enlightenment period

In the early 19 century, the piano
education in China is mainly hold
in the Church piano class, and the
teachers were the foreign professors. In 1922, the first national
music college “Shanghai Music College” was established. It fostered
the first batch of pianists and piano
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educators in China. At that
time, the education system
was influenced by the
western countries, had the
academism and classicists. And the teachers are
foreigners, who came from
the Soviet Union, Czech,
France, Germany and so
on. The teaching material
is similar as we use today,
covered the contents of
Bayer, Czerny, Bach and
classical sonata, then

there appeared the romanticism.
At the beginning of 1950s, because of the
limitation of teachers and the political factors,
in order to study the advanced technology
of piano from western countries, the Chinese government sent some of the excellent
students who were from the China Central
Conservatory of Music and Shanghai conservatory of music to Moscow Music Conservatory and other music conservatories in other
east European
countries. The
Soviet Union had
fostered a batch of
pianists who won
the international
competition for
China, such as Liu
Shi Kun won the
second prize in
the first Tchaikovsky international
piano competition
in 1958, and Yin
Cheng Zong won
the second prize
in the second
Tchaikovsky
international piano
competition in
1962. At that time the teaching form was oneto-one, and it used the combination of piano
skill teaching and traditional Chinese corporal
punishment education. The basic standpoint
of the latter is “To feed without teaching, is the
father’s fault, to teach without severity, is the
teacher’s laziness” and “The gold stick makes
a good person”, in the old time in China, the instructions from parents is the rule, the children
must absolutely obey, the corporal punishment
education was reasonable. So the teacher
used the spoon-fed way to teach everything he
knows to his students, if the student can not
finish the homework, the teacher and parents
might use the way of corporal punishment,
such as the “standing in corner”, “penalty
knelt”, “go hungry”, “class suspension” and
even “beat and scold”.

culture accessed into this land. Many of the
investor’s children need to study piano, in
order to meet the requirement of international
piano education, they study piano in China.
From 1990s until nowadays, the piano education system in china had a great development
and absorbed the research achievement of the
psychology, education and sociology. The Chinese local music colleges and the international
music colleges had built many joint-running
courses and classes,
the lectures from different counties would
communicate easily
and make the best of
the both worlds. As
an example, the KMH
has built a Euro-China
international music
college distributed center in China,
which located in Xia
Men, Gu Lang Yu.
Meanwhile, amount
of Chinese oversea
students have been
in the world famous
music college to study
and brought the cream
of western music education back to China, and improve the communication between the China and western
world. Nowadays there are more master class,
international concert, visiting performance in
China. In addition, the standardization of music
education such as the system of examination
grade of piano, has done well to the enhancing
the Chinese piano education.

“There are 30
million students
studying piano,
and there are lack
of qualified piano
teachers.”

2. Paralysis period

In the middle of 1960s in China, because of
the wrongly cultural revolution, the piano was
considered as the product from bourgeoisie,
revisionism and was the object that should be
forbidden. The pianos in the school and family
were taken down by the Red Guard. The piano
education had been in paralysis for around 10
years until 1976. After the Chinas reform and
open up, the piano education had been in a
recovery.

3. Development period

From the 1980s, the piano education in
China started to be in the popularization stage.
There were more and more children study the
piano. A large amount of art secondary school
was established and set up the piano course.
Most of the graduates from Art College and
winners of the international piano competition
have their own private piano school. Many
parents consider the piano as one of the way
of develop the children’s intelligence, and they
let the kids to study the piano at any cost.
Especially by the influence of Chinese young
pianist Lang Lang, there had been a boom
of studying piano. After 1990s, the mass of
oversea investors came to China, the different

Chinese teaching system

China has 9 national conservatory of music,
they are: Central Conservatory of Music,
Shanghai conservatory of Music, Chinese
Conservatory of Music, Si Chuan Conservatory of Music, Xi An Conservatory of Music,
Sheng Yang Conservatory of Music, Wu Han
Conservatory of Music, Tian Jin Conservatory
of Music and Xin Hai Conservatory of Music.
Each of them has the attached primary school,
attached middle school and college.
The courses in the attached primary school
and attached middle school are:
2 years study in the attached primary school
and 6 years in the attached middle school.
The major includes keyboard instrument, the
orchestra instrument, the Chinese traditional
instruments and music basic theory. Meanwhile, there are the course for the piano, violin,
violoncello, wind music, folk music, theory of
composition, solfeggio and vocal music.
In the music college, there are the courses
of musicology, conduct, orchestral music,
opera, piano, folk music, music education,
electronic music, violin making, classical
guitar, electronic organ and accordion. Musical
treatment and so on.

teachers. The famous music conservatories
from USA, UK, France, Germany, Russia
and so on have built the joint course with
the Central Conservatory of Music, Shanghai conservatory of Music and Sheng Yang
Conservatory of Music, and have established
the distributed braches in medium-sized cities.
The foreign experts, professors often come to
China for academic exchange and teaching.
The education system reform in China has
improved the education level and education
quality and make the Chinese totally enclosed
education style to change into the semi-open
style.
In my doctor level research topic “The comparison of piano education between Sweden
and China”, I had used the theory of different combination for lector-tutor, system-non
system, which is from the Finnish educator
Johanna Rays. The four different teaching
styles are: enclosed style, semi-closed style,
open style and semi-open style. I had done the
interview and comparison among four piano
professors who are from Sweden and China,
my finding is in China it is semi-open teaching
style, and in Sweden it is open teaching style.
The Chinese teachers are training the
students very strictly, and especially paying
attention to the basic training and the skill
training. They ask for the meticulous and
careful processing of perform the music works,
from the phrases division to tone carving and
attachment line distinguishing. The teacher’s
effort has been permeated into every music
note. The disadvantage of this teaching style is
the student may not to have their independent
thinking in this kind of meticulous care. The
way of keeping everything from teacher’s own
hand would make the students only knows
imitation, and to be lack of creative thinking.
But in Sweden, many teacher used the way
of heuristic and interest development style,
the teacher encourage the personality from
students, and inspire the creativity of students,
to let the students can study by their selves
consciously actively.
In my opinion, the best way is the combination of teaching style from both Sweden and
China. When the piano teacher is training their
students, they would consider the melodious
perform as the highest standard and the final
aim no matter of the students’ ages and levels.
They should let the excellent skill to service
for the performance, and can not pursuit the
difficulty and depth of performance onesidedly. The piano lecture should cultivate the
student’s interest in music constantly, and to
mobilize their learning initiative and enthusiasm, and build their perseverance of overcoming difficulties and their confidence of gaining
success. n

The characteristics of the piano
education in China

Nowadays China has the population of 13
hundred million, which is the largest oversea
student exporting country in the world. In order
to improve the national arts education quality,
the piano education has formed a boom in
China. There are 30 million students studying
piano, and there are lack of qualified piano
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Piano booKS FRom Scandinavia

Åse Spering-Söderqvist är upphovsmannen
bakom pianoskolan PIANOGEHÖR 1-3,
repertoarsamlingarna TEMA TANGENT 1-3,
TEMA JUL, TEMA ACKORD,
TEMA POP & FILM, TEMA STANDARDS
samt läroböckerna TEMA TEKNIK och
ELEMENTÄR MUSIKTEORI.
Hon är ofta anlitad som föreläsare på studiedagar på Musik- och Kulturskolor såväl i
Skandinavien som i Tyskland.
Flere av heftene er oversatt till norsk, utgitt
på Musikk-Husets Forlag, og dansk, utgitt på
Kleinerts Musik Forlag.

www.musikk-huset.no – Oslo, Norway

GE 11565

ISMN 979-0-070-11565-0

ISBN 978-91-7748-300-7

MH 3452

ISMN 979-0-2610-2122-7

ISBN 978-82-91379-27-2

www.musikk-huset.no – Oslo, Norway

Sverige

Norge

Emil i Lönneberga Songs – and lots
of pictures – from the movies about
the Astrid Lindgren charachter Emil.
Easily arranged for piano. GAZ 06 138:-

The Keys 24 pieces in various styles
for piano – one in each of the major
and minor keys. By Steve Dobrogosz.

Tema Teknik Easy scales, technique
excercises and an introduction to improvisation by Åse Söderqvist-Spering.

CG 7403  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 172:-

GE 11565  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .169:-

Romantikk fra Russland Romantic
pieces from Russia by Tchaikovsky,
Borodin and Khachaturian arranged
for 2 and 4 hands. MH 3492  .  .  .  .  .  . 209:-

Filmmusik Film music by Swedish
pianist and composer Stefan Nilsson.
Including Gabriella’s Song from the
movie As it is in Heaven. AIR 2326  .  . 172:-

nordic Piano ballads 1 & 2 Expressive
and beautiful melodies in NordicRomantic style by Erland Sjunnesson.
With CD. EH 3725 / EH 3727  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 219:-

Tema Standards 23 immortal evergreens, including As Time Goes By,
Fly Me to the Moon and The Shadow
of Your Smile, arranged for piano.

Piano Passion 10 hot tunes in various
styles (blues, jazz, ballads, samba and
reggae/pop) by Johan Hugosson.
With CD. GE 10996  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 129:-

Frösöblomster Complete edition with
the beloved piano pieces Flowers from
Frösö by Swedish composer Wilhelm
Peterson-Berger. LUN 570 0200  .  .  .  . 233:-

GE 11416  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 234:-

www.gehrmans.se
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Liszt - The Pioneer of Master Class
by Anna Hambaryan, Armenia

A

nyone can confirm the greatness of Liszt
piano reform, which opened a new era
in development of piano art and established
worldwide fame and opened huge perspectives for many generations.
Franz Liszt was a brilliant performer and an
outstanding teacher. His students respected
and admired him and described him as a patient, understanding, helpful, encouraging and
humorous person. Liszt’s students found his
friendliness and degree of informality unusual
in those times. As the level of trust was high,
the learning process became effective, since
students felt comfortable learning from him.
Main rule of Liszt’s educational system was
to help students grow intellectually and spiritually. He aimed to help students to find their
greatness. We can say that Liszt was a pioneer in this part of pedagogy. Like a psychologist, he tried to understand student’s individual
characteristics and applied individual approach
teaching each one. He never applied standard
set of instructions adopted those times. For
Liszt it was important to teach how to feel and
reveal each composer, understand and use
appropriate playing style according to the character of a piece, and at the same time explore
one’s individuality in a performance. This approach is highly actual nowadays. Liszt taught
his contemporaries and next generations how
to master and teach performance art.
Over the years Liszt developed a special
methodical form of collective lessons. Now it
is called a master class, which provides an
opportunity for a number of students to learn
by watching how a master teaches other students. Nowadays it is one of the main ways to
improve professional skills held not only in the
arts, but also in business, medicine, cooking,
sociology, and even by fiction writers.
Liszt’s master classes originated in the
mid – 1850s and became famous in Weimar,
the little town continued to rank high among
German art centers. Many music lovers and
aspiring pianists gathered around him. Some
had international careers as concert artists,
while others devoted their energies to teaching. Many who attended Liszt’s master class
were proud to be known as Liszt’s pupil. More
than four hundred students ultimately passed
thought Liszt collective lessons with many
becoming eminent musicians themselves According to the New Grove Dictionary, Liszt was
the creator of the “master class”.
How did Liszt conducted his lessons? It
is impossible exactly answer the question,
since he used freely improvised, associative
explanations with each one. During these
lessons Liszt watched students, trying to
figure out their mental and physical characteristics, methods of their work, lifestyle. He
used collective lessons to learn and discover
the positive qualities of a student to help them
find their own greatness. Liszt valued unique
characteristics of a student.
Liszt was conducting his lessons artistically.
He was giving instructions, praising, condemning, carefully listening and also playing himself.
During the master class Liszt were working
not only with the performer, but also with an
audience. After explaining a particular piece

in detail he was engaging the audience into
the conversation. He found this approach to
be effective and engaging. The intensity of
student’s engagement increased, because
each had been in the role of performer and a
listener, and one naturally complemented the
other. And yet, based on the philosophy of
teaching, there was a moment of competition.

Liszt pedagogical approach was unusual to
those times. Contemporaries used to have a
detailed plan: first playing scales, exercises,
then studies and polyphonic works and at last
different pieces. According to Liszt this was
scholastic, not engaging, not interesting. He
had flexible lessons. Liszt was first who taught
to understand the artistic picture of a piece at
first place. For explanation he used associative
examples and imaginative comparisons.
According to Liszt musical thinking includes
development of clear hearing imagination
and logical thinking. When teaching musical
thinking, Liszt cultivated individual character
and clarity of hearing imaginations, since those
affect and determine the character of a performance and students ability to influence an
audience. Liszt found necessary to preserve
those moments in a piece which are the carriers of meaning. He taught to concentrate and
develop internal hearing to make intonational
bridges within one voice and between the
different voices. This method of mental glissando helped to make whole, organic and
harmonic performance. The clarity of hearing imaginations also help to build a logical
performance Liszt demonstrated that music is
about an integration of the elements: phrasing,
tempo, accents, dynamics, pedaling. Liszt also
taught how to harmonize passion and reflection, intuition and intelligence, improvisation
and logic. He found that truly artistic interpretation is possible only with full internal concentration of a pianist.
Liszt teaches to start always with the
thought, reflection, research, only then, when
the meaning of the problem had identified,
one can start systematic training. There are 5
reasons which gave an idea to make collective lessons, which nowadays we call master
classes.
• Firstly, a teacher does not need to play
the same piece for each student and repeat
suggestions for fingering, pedaling, phrasings,
or any other technical concept.
• Secondly, if a student is only a listener,
who knows the piece, he would have the same

advantage as a performer. Otherwise, if a student listens to a piece for the first time, it will
help him study better, since the artistic picture
is clear and technical parts are explained.
• Master class provides good know-ledge
for further trainings. When a student or a
teacher has off days, the know-ledge given on
collective lessons will help much. This system
insures every student to learn how to work on
more pieces than he plays at the moment.
• Fourthly, a student has an opportunity to
play for critical listeners and gain confidence in
the process.
• Fifthly, using collective lessons students
can learn and discover the positive qualities
and find their own greatness.
Liszt’s pedagogical style has made
important contributions to modern-day piano
pedagogy. Today master class is one of
the main ways to speed the development of
new views and improve professional skills.
Liszt’s pedagogical contributions may serve to
enhance the artistic and critical development
of piano students and teachers by offering
alternative approaching. It is one of the most
effective methods of skill development, along
with competitions, examinations and regular
practice. The following are Liszt piano pedagogy perspectives:
1) To bring passion and enthusiasm into
pedagogical process.
2) To love the performance art
3) To increase student motivation
4) To train musical thinking.
5) To make steps to success. According
to Liszt words: “Put your steps patiently to be
able to reach the peak”.
Master class is often called a method of understanding the artistic picture, symbols, techniques, methods of piano playing. But, apart
from the purely practical purpose, master class
pursues very important target – the intellectual
and spiritual aesthetic education of a student.
Through these activities, Franz Liszt proved
that pedagogy is a great art. He mastered it to
the level of perfection. His work was distinguished by a special scale - the depth, versatility, artistic brilliance and integrity. Giving master classes in a free manner as a system of
non-breaking set of ideas, methods, contents
and forms of work, he ensured the success of
students. This approach helped to organize a
class, engage and inspire students. As a result
of a productive work students mastered their
skills and flourished their personalities.
Liszt’s pedagogical heritage has a positive
experience for the development of educational
theory and practice. Studying Liszt teaching
experience, one can enrich her/his pedagogy
with cultural achievements, also help analyze
and synthesize the creative achievements of
a great figure. This study demonstrated the
possibility of introducing a creative heritage of
pedagogy of art into the structure of the educational process. This approach can be extended
in other educational fields as well.
As teachers of performance art, we need to
keep in our minds the following:
...The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but
the fire to be kindled. n
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Piano • suites, trios, sonata and concertos
successfully
NE

valuable

virtuosity

excellent
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DAPHNE 1041

DAPHNE 1026

DAPHNE 1034

DAPHNE 1006

J. H. Roman, The 12 keyboard
suites. Oskar Ekberg, piano
“Ekberg successfully highlights
the delicate musical idiom and
the charm of these unjustly
neglected keyboard pieces.”
Ulf Gustavsson, UNT
“I hope that it attracts interest
for Roman’s music among
pianists around the world.”
Måns Uggla, Nerikes allehanda

Piano Trios by Haydn, Ireland
and Brahms. Trio Poseidon
“Works from different eras
find a warm response from the
young Swedes.
Much of the attraction of this
disc is the very variety of the
programme, giving it a unique
and valuable place in the piano
trio repertory.”
Edward Greenfield, Gramophone

C.V. Alkan, The Four Ages.
Stefan Lindgren, piano
“Stefan Lindgren obviously has
all the required virtuosity to
perform this extremely deman
ding score. He grips the listener
and carries him through the
emotional waves.”
Oleg Ledeniov, Music on the web

H. Rosenberg, Piano concertos. Mats Widlund, piano
“Mats Widlund is the excellent
soloist and Petter Sundkvist
impress with his sensitivity and
musicianship”
Robert Layton, IRR
“My highest endorsement!”
Paul A. Snook, Fanfare

DAPHNE RECORDS – Exquisite Label – Great Music

Discover all our records at www.daphne.se

Distributed by Naxos

Ansökan senast 1 april 2013
Inträdesprov vecka 17 & 18
För mer information:
Anders Peterson 0143-157 07
Mail: anders.peterson@folkbildning.net
Hemsida: www.vadstena.fhsk.se
PIANOLINJE (1-2 år) vänder sig till pianister som vill satsa på en omfattande
utbildning i solistiskt spel (klassisk repertoar), samt dessutom inrikta sina
studier på romansackompanjemang i nära samarbete med sånglinjen.
SÅNGLINJE (1-2 år) för dig som vill fördjupa dig i den klassiska repertoaren.
Studierna inriktas särskilt mycket på interpretation och olika projekt, som bl.a.
innefattar arbete med regissör. Dessutom har sånglinjen ett nära samarbete med
pianolinjen.

U

nder många år har jag regelbundet gästat Vadstena folkhögskolas musiklinje. Vid
mina kursdagar med de pianostuderande har jag inspirerats av de unga pianisternas
entusiasm och höga nivå både då det gäller interpretation och pianoteknik. Under ledning
av den utomordentlige pianisten och pedagogen Anders Peterson får de studerande en professionell inblick i ett musikerlivs krav och glädjeämnen. Musiklinjen ger också, vid sidan
av de rent solistiska studierna, rika möjligheter till kammarmusikverksamhet, och inte
minst den vokala delen av denna berikar en ung pianist.
Miljön är lugn och harmonisk och skapar bästa förutsättningar för en konstnärlig utveckling och jag har själv genom åren haft flera studenter från Vadstena som fortsatt sina
studier vid musikhögskolan.

Hans Pålsson, Professor vid Lunds Universitet/Musikhögskolan i Malmö
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Pianister!
Se hit.......

Technique, Intention, Imagination
by Paul Roberts, UK

W

e all know that technique is a means to
an end. We all know that technical proficiency is a way of manifesting artistic insight.
But how do we balance technique and artistry,
attend to one without it being at the expense of
the other? Pianists need to spend a large proportion of their working lives ‘practising’ – it is
an absolute necessity. There is even a statistic
purporting to show that the most celebrated of
our profession are those who, since childhood,
have put in the largest number of hours, all
alone, slaving away at the keyboard. I find this
somewhat depressing. Is this all that our art
amounts to? I am sceptical to say the least,
and anyway such a statistic begs so many
questions: what exactly were they practising,
how were they practising it, what else were
they doing with their lives, what influences
were shaping their development, both inside
music and outside it?
Technical accomplishment, as thrilling (and
as essential) as this aspect of performance
may be, is not ultimately why we play, teach
and listen to piano music. Saint Saëns said ‘In
Art a difficulty overcome is a thing of beauty.’
I would agree if, in the case of piano performance, the difficulty, once surmounted, serves
not just speed and accuracy but, say, shape of
line, beauty of sound, perfection of structure.
These are all aesthetic considerations, and
without them music cannot be music. But
what does a ‘beautiful’ shape actually consist
of? And beyond aesthetics, what is it that
pianists do when exhorted to be expressive?
Such questions need to be asked prior to the
acquisition of the technique needed to produce
the result. What are the criteria of judgement?
What are we aiming at with our technique?
We all teach technique. We all want
to teach something
else, which we call
music, but it is here
that the tools of our
trade become multiple, diffuse and far
more problematic.
What exactly is that
extraordinary communicative quality
that we recognize in
a performance, that
at once grips our
attention and never
lets go (and which
even makes us
forgiving of the occasional technical weakness)? We call it, in the
fully developed pianist, artistry. It is the highest
accolade we bestow. Similarly, jazz musicians
seek and admire technique, but ultimately they
are judged on ‘soul’; flamenco musicians and
dancers are second to none in flaunting their
virtuosity, but they are judged on their ability
to surrender to duende, the demon and spirit
of their art. Classical ballet dancers, supreme
advocates of technique learnt through arduous
training from early childhood, are judged not
only on the aesthetic qualities of movement
and shape, but also on the sincerity of their
expression.

Artists praise artistry first, and recognise
technique afterwards (one
would hope audiences
do too). But can artistry
be taught? We can all
agree that there is some
quality in artists that we
recognize by the word
‘imaginative’. Artists are
abundantly imaginative,
and I believe students of
piano performance need
constantly to be reminded
to exercise their imaginations. This, in a vital way,
is also a process of
practising: practising the
mode of thought, and
giving oneself over to
the mode of experience,
that bypasses the inertly
factual, the everyday, the
prosaic. (And the most difficult lesson of all
to learn, for the student, is that this process
also bypasses ‘technique’.) And it requires
courage, as it depends on a considerable
degree of emotional honesty and a willingness
to expose to the public gaze the sincerity and
enthusiasm of one’s responses. Great pianists
are actors too. They take upon themselves the
truth of what they are representing and while
on the platform live through it. The process
is closely related to childhood play, in which,
for the child, imagination and reality are the
same phenomenon. (It is no coincidence
that many languages use the same word for
musical activity and for make-believe.) For the
duration of the ‘play’,
the experience – for
the child, for the pianist
on stage, and for the
actor – is not just that
of playing the part, or
playing the music, but
of being it. Baudelaire
meant exactly this when
he wrote that ‘genius is
no more than childhood
recaptured at will, childhood equipped now with
the physical means to
express itself.’
In the kind of
repertoire I specialise
in – French Impressionism and the descriptive
music of Liszt and Schumann – the imaginative spur is relatively easy to speak about: it is
there at the head of the piece, in the title or the
fragment of poetry added by the composer as
an epigraph. With untitled music, a Beethoven
Sonata say, or a Bach Partita, we appear to
enter into a different kind of imaginative relationship, one which might seem more difficult
to pin down for discussion. In fact, of course,
the basic musical ingredients are the same
– multiple combinations of melody, harmony
and rhythm – and, irrespective of whether the
context is descriptive or not, the performer will
‘make music’ in the same way.

“Great pianists are
actors too. They take
upon themselves the
truth of what they
are representing and
while on the platform live through it.“

One of the central elements of my own
teaching, and my own performance preparation, can be summed up by two words: context
and intention. Under ‘context’ I seek out what
the piece to hand might be related to – in
terms of other music, other instruments, its
historical context, its descriptive intention (if it
has one), and its place in a genre. By ‘intention’ I mean the quality of the projection of
the context, the vividness of the performer’s
response, the clarity, focus and concentration
of the essential ingredients. I find the word
‘intention’ a better way to describe what is usually called ‘projection’ – so as to avoid the trap
of believing that all we have to do to project in
the concert hall is to play more loudly.
I take context also to include the well-known
strategy of imagining piano sound as orchestrated, or vocalised, and rhythms as danced
or breathed. A considerable body of the piano
repertoire references orchestral music, opera,
chamber music, song and dance. Heard in
this context, imagined thus, our experience at
the keyboard at once transcends the fingers
and takes us the beyond our often obsessive
concern with the accuracy of our acrobatics.
Knowledge is essential, musical-historical
knowledge and related contextual knowledge.
Knowing the sound and techniques of baroque
bowing, for example, can help us avoid those
dry, unvaried, mechanical performances of
Bach on the keyboard. (In trying to recreate
the sound of the harpsichord we are in danger
of forgetting that Bach’s keyboard works are
attempting, excitingly and unforgettably, to
overcome that sound.) Further, knowing the
poems that inspired some of Ravel’s piano
music (and Liszt’s and Debussy’s) can encourage the boldness and vividness of intention
that we recognize as the essence of communication. ‘Your fountains are sad ones’, Ravel
told a young pianist who came to play Jeux
d’eau to him. ‘Anyone would think you hadn’t
read the subtitle [from Henri de Regnier’s
poem Fête d’eau] at the head of the score.’
(Regnier’s line reads: ‘Laughing river god
tickled by the waters.’)
Liszt’s ‘Sposalizio’ (The Betrothal) from
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Book II of Années de pèlerinage, played
by Natalie Gourman at my master class in
Stockholm, is an ideal vehicle for the kind of
approach I have been outlining. This is one of
Liszt’s greatest short piano works, requiring a
refined awareness of orchestral sonority and
how to achieve it, and a virtuoso technique
that enables the octave passages to be accomplished without fear or strain (and which
will thence, in conjunction with the ear and the
pedal, enable an orchestral realisation and
the liberation of musical meaning). Rhythmic
control (enabling unity in the multiple elements of the material), melodic shaping and
a translucence of sonority and texture – the
voicing of chords and the balancing of decorative elements within the fabric of sound – are
integral to the requirements of this music.
The aesthetic elements of music, then, are
paramount – and Liszt’s music is so assured
(and ravishing to the senses) that these can
be an end in themselves. But the music has
an extra-musical purpose too – the work is a
response to Raphael’s painting ‘The Betrothal
of the Virgin’ – which helps place the aesthetic
elements, giving direction and purpose to the
many decisions the pianist has to make. The
work presents an extraordinary balance between the spiritual and the earthly, the beatific
and the sensual – achieved through purely
musical means, but given irresistibly explicit
form by the title and its associations.
But not all performers and not all listeners
want or need to relate their musical responses
to anything other than the musical material.
Poetry should do its essential work as poetry,
be understood as poetry, and not converted
into prose. This is the abiding paradox of

talking about music, and it is also one of the
reasons why we feel on far safer ground talking about technique instead. When Debussy
placed the titles of his Preludes not at the
head of each piece but at the end, he was
drawing attention to the essential phenomenon of music as music, irrespective of the
extra-musical context we (and he) might wish
to give it. But as long as we pay scrupulous
attention to what I have called the aesthetics
of musical performance – to understanding how music can communicate in its own
exclusive realm of sound – then finding ap-

propriate metaphorical associations can only
be an enhancement Metaphor, the activity of
understanding one thing in terms of another,
is one of the most complex and life-enhancing
products of the human brain. Metaphor is the
root of the artistic imagination and provides
the counterbalance to the pianist’s constant
concern with technique. ‘In the beginning,’
wrote Baudelaire, deliberately evoking the
prestige of the Book of Genesis, ‘the imagination created analogy and metaphor. The
imagination decomposes all creation in order
to create a new world.’ n

Ny Butik, nu ﬁnns vi i Stockholm !

Hos oss kan du prova och
lyssna till ett stort urval av
Yamaha ﬂyglar och pianon.

Välkommen in i butiken !

Rådmansgatan 39B, 113 58 Stockholm, Tel: 08-6126060 E-mail: mats@yamahapianocenter.com, Web: yamahapianocenter.com
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Words Evoking Excellence in Music Making
by Damjana Zupan, Slovenia

W

hat motivates a musician to learn music?
How could those circumstances be
avoided that would normally discourage a
musician to play freely? What encourages one
to let go of all fears and expectations prior to
and at the time of performing? How can a balance of body, emotions and mind be achieved
when playing and performing? In other words,
what makes a musician happy, confident and
self-satisfied?

We will examine closely words and their
influence on achieving such goals, as well as
the choice of words which can give a musician
wings to be musically inspired, confident and
happy. Words are the most common symbol
for expressing our emotions and thoughts,
therefore a reasonable option to choose if we
wish to get as close as possible to someone’s
innermost being. However, words may be
used for various reasons, from manipulating
someone, to helping us understand and support them, which will be our chosen option. We
will exclude searching for a ‘magic formula’
that can help someone’s ego to inflate, as this
could be a momentary illusion and a potential danger to take someone that we are in
charge of along those paths that are not meant
to be. Now if we transfer this situation to a
piano class, this means that a teacher will not
force a student to play classical sonatas if the
student’s talents and interests indicate other
preferences.Thus, it is important to recognize
the talent first and then choose the words that
will help to lead – but not rule – a talent. Adding to that, for realizing how important it is to
be aware of the power of music and especially
words, we will use science.
The power of both music and words was
scientifically proven and revealed in a book
‘The Message from Water’ published in 1999
by a Japanese researcher Masaru Emoto. He
developed a method that enabled him to take
photos of frozen crystals of water. His discoveries, how the power of positive circumstances
exposed to water causes changes in the form
of these crystals, are extraordinary Emoto
proved that classical music has a positive influence on the structure of water. For example,
music by Bach, Mozart or Beethoven exposed
to the water caused the formation of beautiful
crystals, whereas water ‘listening to’ heavy
metal was only craving to form a crystal, but
unsuccessfully. Similarly, the words such as
‘thank you’, ‘love and thankfulness’, written
on the bottle of water succeeded in forming a
perfect crystal, while unpleasant words such
as ‘you fool’ or ‘devil’ caused an appalling
response from the water.
Words do have power and it is magic. They
can rarely remain neutral and not cause a
certain response from the person who either
reads words or is verbally approached. Even
the way a certain word is said to someone
matters. Words can hurt or stimulate. Sometimes, the same word or phrase can have the
opposite effect on two different people. This
can depend on the environment and culture,
as well as the extent to which the approached

person is sensitive to the meaning and sound
of the spoken words, body language and other
circumstances involved in what is being said
to them.
Several researches prove that the once
famous Grimm’s fairy tales are no longer
popular as contemporary children refuse their
presence of violence. Parents and teachers
can also prove that kids no longer respond to
the “Do this!” command. They need to sense
a complete and sincere dedication of the
parent or teacher – before they are willing to
accomplish an expected task. On the other
hand, nowadays we can find lists of words or
phrases available that open or close the door
to reaching success. And there are piles of
books revealing and emphasizing how much
positive thinking and expression can influence
our well being, our health, our relationships,
our careers etc.
How can a music (piano) teacher approach
the contemporary reality efficiently? He / she
is expected to turn a pupil or a student into a
successful performer in nearly no time at all.
At the same time, both teacher and student
are preoccupied with millions of other tasks,
preventing them from having quality time for
practising. There is also very limited time available to run through the entire program during
the (piano) lesson, with little or no opportunity
to learn about the student’s private life, family,
friends, interests, concerns … There is also
no such time available to work on relaxation
techniques and techniques that give a boost of
energy for more confidence when performing.
What remains are a few moments given to the
teacher to use simple words, yet words of such
power that they will have a magical influence
on the learner. Our focus will be on those
words and phrases that motivate, encourage,
relax and inspire and are an efficient tool for
the ultimate pleasure of music making.
Verbal communication between the teacher
and their student is important in the entire
process of their working together and even
beyond that, thus when:
1. Making the first contact
2. Recognizing a student’s character,
talents and potential, which is an on-going
process
3. Choosing the repertoire to awaken and
encourage interest
4. Practising the repertoire during the
lesson and at home. This is the crucial time
for maintaining and developing an interest in
music making, uncovering the composer’s
message hidden in the music, as well as for
building up the performer’s confidence and
stamina. It is of special importance to:
• Learn the text (music) in an efficient, joyous, ‘have fun’ way
• Develop a technique by using words that
enable them to be more in touch with themselves and with the instrument
5. Performing, when a few assured words
with a ‘less is more’ formula can be far more
efficient than plenty of words revealing that a
teacher is panicking

6. Maintaining spontaneity and flexibility when
interpreting the music for several times in a
row now or at a later time.
Alongside all knowledge and experiences,
it is also a matter of the teacher’s values that
influence the choice of words involved in a
quality learning process. Responsibility, dignity
and sincerity instead of false exaggeration or
hidden motives, give a sense of security and
an overall positive approach and can make
a learner not only a successful performer but
also have a healthy personality with a strong
impact on their social network.
No matter how mature, knowledgeable and
experienced the teacher is, there could still be
several concerns present, such as:
• Is a ‘stick and carrot’ method still valuable
and efficient?
• Should there be only kind and polite words
allowed?
• Can harmful words cause negative consequences?
• Does disappointment, fear or defeat prevent future success or happiness?
• Should a teacher be authoritative or is
it better to be permissive and pampering or
should perhaps both teacher and student even
use the same slang words?
• Is teaching a kind of manipulation?
• Should the teacher protect or not the
student in front of the others? How should we
react when other teachers are very negative
about their students?
To conclude, sheer speculation that a list
of magic words will now save and raise a
teacher’s reputation as a maker of excellent
performers is worthless because it could, in the
long run, be harmful for both parties – causing
various occupational disorders and discomforts in well-being. What is to be considered is
that the idea reflects the consequences.
A teacher should constantly bear in mind
that it is their responsibility to unleash and
develop the potential that is already there in
the willing-to-learn student. The right words will
be delivered, as well as other circumstances
provided, that will work in favour of evoking excellence in music making, parallel to the happiness of everyone involved in the process. n
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Extensive Piano Practicing has Effects on
Brain Development
Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience at the Department of Women’s and Children’s Health,
Karoliska Institutet, Stockholm (since 2010).
Compilation: Patrick Jovell

T

he primary goal of Fredrik Ullén’s research
is to reveal the neural mechanisms of
expertise, musical expertise in particular.
Important components include the learning of
movement sequences and other motor skills,
the brain’s management of rhythm and timing,
the link between timing and intelligence, as
well as creativity in expertise. The research
methods involve a combination of neuroimaging techniques (MRI, PET), behavioural experiments and psychological tests. In addition,
the interaction between genetic factors and
training in different types of expertise is being
studied in ongoing twin studies.
Pianists who begin practicing in childhood
have been found to have better developed
nerve pathways in parts of their brains. Scientists believe this results in better fine motor
coordination.
When children practice the piano, their
brains develop. Most professional pianists
begin their careers in early childhood. Very few
people can develop their capacities as fully
later in life. A research group under the leadership of Fredrik Ullén, a neuroscientists at Karolinska Institutet (Stockholm, Sweden) and an
internationally renowned concert pianist, has
made a discovery that may help explain why
this is so. Their findings were presented in the
journal Nature Neuroscience and the article is
available online:
Extensive piano practicing has
regionally specific effects on white matter
development: http://www.brainmusic.org/
EducationalActivitiesFolder/Bengtsson_
practicing2005.pdf
Using diffusion tensor imaging, the research
team investigated effects of piano practicing
in childhood, adolescence and adulthood on
white matter and found positive correlations
between practicing and fiber tract organization in different regions for each age period.
For childhood, practicing correlations were
extensive and included the pyramidal tract,

which was more structured in pianists than
in non-musicians. Long-term training within
critical developmental periods may thus induce
regionally specific plasticity in myelinating
tracts.
A clear difference was visible when the
brains of professional pianists were compared
with those of non-musicians, particularly in the
“pyramidal pathway,” that governs the work of
the fingers at the keyboard.
“Our main finding is a clear effect that can
be attributed to practice in early childhood,”
says Fredrik Ullén.
The pyramidal pathway can be described
as a collection of nerve tracts that travel from
the cerebral cortex through the pyramid of the
medulla oblongata in the brainstem to the spinal cord. It is a part of the brain that develops
most during childhood.
“The pyramidal pathway is known to be
decisive to sophisticated finger movements,”
Fredrik Ullén continues.
His research group found that the white
brain matter in the pyramidal pathway
becomes well-organized from practicing the

Musiklinjen
välj mellan jazz-, folkmusikeller klassisk inriktning

piano. White brain matter contains both the
nerve fibers myelin, a lipid-containing substance that contributes to the layer of insulation that surrounds a nerve.
Fredrik Ullén believes that development of
myelin is stimulated when children practice
the piano. This extra insulation enables the
impulses to travel faster from the brain down
to the fingers. The researchers also found that
the white matter was better developed in the
transitions between the areas of the brain that
govern hearing and motor control.
Fredrik Ullén states: “This probably affects
the coordination between what we hear and
what we do.”
This latter increase was not found to be as
closely correlated with childhood practicing,
probably because these pathways continue to
develop in adulthood.
“Generally,” says Fredrik Ullén, “we can
state that the effect of every hour of practicing
on white brain matter greater earlier in life.”
Ullén hopes to continue by studying a group
of pianists who practiced as children but then
stopped playing. His objective is to investigate
whether the effects on the pyramidal pathways
are lifelong effects, or whether they require
perseverant lifelong practicing to be maintained.

Read more about Fredrik Ullén’s
research

Analysing the creating brain -- neural
mechanisms of improvisation
http://www.cbs.mpg.de/events/calendar/140
Cortical Regions Involved in the Generation
of Musical Structures during Improvisation in
Pianists - Sara L. Bengtsson, Mihály Csíkszentmihályi and Fredrik Ullén.
http://www.brainmusic.org/EducationalActivitiesFolder/Bengtsson_improv2007.pdf
A Gateway to Flow
http://www.meetingsinternational.com/articles.php?id=161#.UK9Loo4Xhcg n

Ansökan www.lunnevad.se

Information:
leif.segerberg@folkbildning.net
www.lunnevad.se
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How to Develop a Young Pianist’s Musical
Bodymind
- Applications of F. Liszt’s Technical Studies
by Kristiina Junttu & Katarina Nummi-Kuisma, Finland

I

n our present post doc project at the
Sibelius-Academy we are searching for
ways to adapt Franz Liszt´s Technical Studies
easier to approach for very young pianists. In
contrast to many prevailing views, stating e.g.
that these studies are basically a way to learn
to play Liszt’s own music, we see them as a
means to fundamentally build up a pianist’s
musical and psycho-physiological knowledge
of the elements of classical and other piano
playing. In comparison to its effectiveness
the collection is quite infrequently known and
used. This can be due to its massiveness: the
intriguing fact is, that Liszt at a late point in his
life retired in a monastery to write down note
by note three books – hundreds of pages – of
studies. This he did after a lifelong career as a
teacher. We think, that he actually has written
out essential aspects of his way of being with
his instrument and thoughts about how to
teach it, with utmost humility. It had to carry a
special importance to him.
We have a long experience of using these
exercises, first studying them ourselves and
then teaching both professional students and
young children. Year after year it is baffling to
notice how playing these exercises regularly
– even in very small doses – almost immediately develops the playing hand and the whole
physical apparatus in a very unique way. It
differs from the result of practicing other studies, creating a special ability to listen to the
body as well as to the sound, in other words,
developing an alert body awareness.

Two types of awareness

We are convinced, that it is impossible to
play the piano relying entirely on the reflectiveconscious control. Instead, a pianist needs the
ability to lean on the bodily, kinetic awareness.
It is an innate human way of understanding
the world: the way in which babies operate in
it before words and verbal cognition. Music
happens in this non-verbal, holistic domain of
mind and body. This is why we need to take
into account and encourage the students to
get in contact with this bodily knowledge that
is present in every adult’s life, and essential
especially in artistic, creative activities.
Playing seems to involve two different kinds
of awareness complementing one another:
fragmentary and holistic. Detailed and slow
practicing as well as deciphering new text
needs conscious, reflective control. This allows
one to stop after small fragments, repeat them
and to reflect the process verbally. However,
most musicians report, that before black-outs
or mess-ups their verbal thinking becomes
conscious, louder and critical. So, verbal
reflection and fluent playing don’t go well together. Verbal reflection also disturbs memory
functions. Focusing on fragments happens
slowly and stops the essential feeling of continuity and movement in playing. So one should
leave behind the dominantly fragmentary approach as soon as possible. One can go back
to it when needed, but the focus should shift to

the holistic thinking from the start: combining
musical elements and physical movements
into totalities, intertwining music and the feeling body that expresses it. In a performance
the holistic approach is dominant and enables
one to direct one’s mind forward, keeping the
music in motion.
This letting go of excess reflective control
can and should be taught. For instance: verbal
criticism becomes impossible if one starts
listening to the sound surrounding oneself, observing the outskirts of one’s vision or feeling
the sound with the skin. One can also, when
playing through, observe how one is playing,
without criticism. By doing this one can reduce
the effects of the destructive inner speech.
Every child is naturally holistic. This is a
forte that should be nurtured. Piano playing is
an extremely detailed activity that destroys the
holism if we don’t take care. In our mind these
both types of awareness should be actively
practiced. Learning and memory depend on
emotions: emotions carry the learned material to long-term memory. Emotions enhance
synaptic contacts and make the scope of
awareness larger. That is why it is absolutely
essential to engage the child’s own mental
images in the learning situations. Abstractions
are internalized best as mental images that
evoke automatically feelings. By posing questions concerning how certain musical gestures
sound, feel taste, smell or look like it is easy to
reach the child’s own imagery. This is essential in building up motivation: why resist your
own invention?

Liszt’s Studies helping
the virtuoso mind

Playing Liszt’s studies develops the understanding of the basic elements of classical
music, such as scales, intervals and harmonic
progressions in many variations of rhythms,
articulations and nuances. It seems to us that
understanding the basic musical elements
makes finally virtuosity possible. Virtuosity is
a capacity to be alert and to react in movement without delay. The studies also develop
a deep understanding of the topography of the
keyboard. This in turn enhances the ability to
read music well.
As we see it, Liszt’s starting point to piano
technique is to accept gravity: resting the hand
on the keyboard before developing movement.
This creates a special sense of repose and
ability to listen to the body as well as to the
sound that in turn creates the special body
awareness we mentioned before.
Liszt uses the power of harmony and transposition in every exercise. Whenever some
element of technique is practiced, it is done in
context of a harmonic progression or scale. In
our applications transposition is present from
the start. Even small songs can be harmonized
and transposed in many keys.
Learning to play legato on the piano is
one of the most important and difficult skills.

Katarina Nummi-Kuisma
Legato is holistic as an idea: a connection that
happens between two or more notes that melt
together. In his studies, Liszt starts introducing scales by combining two note slurs, using
different pairs of fingers. He continues by combining three, four and finally five notes in one
slur. Repetitions follow, and there the natural
direction of finger movement becomes selfevident. In the middle of the scale preparations
he goes through cadenzas and inversions of
chords in all
tonalities. This
combines the
idea of a scale
always to a
harmony. In
the end scales
open up as musical material,
harmonies and
intervals, not
fingerings.
We want
to stress that
through playing
these exercises
a pianist is
building up her
musicianship,
not just exercising her fingers.
She is developing a direct contact between
Kristiina Junttu
her conscious
and unconscious mind and the instrument. As
we all know, music goes from very deep, early
and basic layers of our experience and existence to the highest achievements of human
intelligence. What one achieves through playing these exercises is the priceless possibility of communication between music, player
and listener. This communicative ability is the
essence of true virtuosity. It also goes further
than just piano playing: it fundamentally transforms the young person’s being in the world,
experiencing it and communicating with it.
Our presentation concentrates entirely
on practicalities. We demonstrate with clear
examples the basic principles of our applications of Liszt’s exercises using video material
of young players. n
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Music 4 Eyes & Ears II
- Integrating Sound and Image in Multimedia Performance
by Megumi Masaki, Canada

T

he MUSIC 4 EYES & EARS lecture-recital
presents three new Canadian solo piano
multimedia works written specifically for pianist
Megumi Masaki that explore diverse creative
approaches and applications of new technologies to integrate sound and image in live
performance. Practical performance directives to help overcome technical and aesthetic challenges related to piano-multimedia
performance in a classical concert setting are
demonstrated. Central to the performance and
discussion of each work is an examination of
how the interplay between image, movement
and sound can create new expressive potential as a whole.

Background

The consideration and combination of aural
and visual elements has long been a focus to
many artistic genres. In the 18th to early 20th
centuries, specially designed mechanical and
then electromechanical pianos and organs that
synthesized music and lights in live perfor-

mance facilitated early multimedia performance. Some examples of these keyboard
instruments that projected different coloured
lights and shapes which closely correlated to
the music during performance include LouisBertrand Castel’s clavecin oculaire (1725),
Alexander Wallace Rimington’s Colour-Music
and Colour Organ (1893), Alexander Scriabin’s
Tastiera per Luce (1910), Vladimir BaranoffRossiné’s Optophonic Piano (1916), Arthur
C. Vinageras’ Chromopiano (1921), Zdenék
Pešánek and Erwin Schulhoff’s SpectrophonPiano (1928) and Mary Hallock Greenewalt’s
colour-organ “Sarabet” (1916, 1934). (Lund
and Lund, 2009). Parallel to artists working
with colour organs in the 1920s were the
experiments in early abstract film in Germany
and France.
Recent technological developments in
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accessible electronic equipment and software present new possibilities for integrating
sound and image in live solo-piano multimedia
performance. As a result, a growing number
of composers, visual artists and performing
artists are exploring the creative application of
these advances to merge sound and image in
their artistic work.

Aims and impact

The MUSIC 4 EYES & EARS II lecturerecital presents three new Canadian works
composed for pianist Megumi Masaki that use
different approaches and incorporate varying
degrees of synchronicity and integration of
sound and images in live performance.
MUSIC 4 EYES & EARS II is designed to
further our understanding of how sound and
image can be integrated in solo-piano-multimedia performance through the application of
new technologies and diverse approaches. A
discussion of practical considerations related
to multimedia performance including the

preparation, technical requirements, equipment, staging considerations for the piano,
sound and visual projection in the performance
space will provide tools to encourage pianists
who are classically trained to explore and
include multimedia works in their performing
and teaching repertoire.

Music 4 Eyes & Ears II Program

Orpheus Drones for Piano, Soundtrack &
Video (2012, written for Masaki)
T. Patrick Carrabré & Kevin Ei-ichi deForest
(video)
Ferrovia for Piano, Electronics and Video
(2012, written for Masaki*)
Brent Lee & Sigi Torinus (video)
*Commissioned by Megumi Masaki with the
generous assistance of the Canada Council for
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the Arts.
Hitchcock Études for Piano, Soundtrack and
Video (2010, written for Masaki)
Nicole Lizée Orpheus Drones (2012) is a
ten-minute work for piano, soundtrack and
video that was inspired by extra-sonic and
extra-visual sources that share the Greek
myth of Orpheus. This common theme also
connects the sound and visual components on
several levels. The composer T. Patrick Carrabré drew upon Ovid’s narrative poetry from
Metamorphoses for the text of his electronic
soundtrack and to shape the acoustic piano
music. The basis of the video for Orpheus
Drones by visual artist Kevin deForest was
Jean Cocteau’s film rendition Orpheus (1950).
The composer and visual artist discussed their
general concepts, design, methods, some
relationships between the source material,
musical and visual elements in the presence
of pianist Megumi Masaki. Carrabré then composed the acoustic piano score and electronic
soundtrack. DeForest listened to the music
and then created the video. The live acoustic piano sound is timed to coincide with the
electronic soundtrack and these are performed
simultaneously with the video. It is the performance itself of Orpheus Drones that merges
the sound and visual parts that were created
separately by two different artists.
T. Patrick Carrabré writes: “Orpheus Drones
(2012) is my lament for the mythical Greek oracle and musician. The Latin text that is woven
through the piece is from Ovid’s description of
the death of Orpheus. After his enemies fail to
kill him with sticks and stones, Orpheus is torn
to pieces. But all is not lost. His soul ends up
in the underworld, where he can finally be reunited with his wife Eurydice. The combination
of live piano, sampled sounds and electronics
allows for the creation of a musical world that
blends together beauty and ugliness.
The musical ideas flow by at different rates.
Some are anchored by extended drone
notes, some run by quickly to form parabolic
arches and others are condensed into short
intense harmonic progressions.” Visual artist
Kevin Eiichi deForest’s thematic focus is the
representation of hybrid identity with particular
reference to his mixed European and Asian
heritage and to address the context of race
and difference in contemporary art.
In Orpheus Drones, the overall resulting
artistic expression is not created simply by the
sum of each individual part, but rather by the
synthesis of sound and image as a whole in
performance. Ferrovia (2012) is a ten-minute
work for piano with video and electroacoustic
sound that grew from an ongoing collaboration
between pianist Megumi Masaki, video artist
Sigi Torinus, and composer Brent Lee. Created largely during a residency of all three artists
together at the Casalmaggiore International
Music Festival in Italy, Ferrovia incorporates
field recordings of trains and train stations,
and uses the ideas of distance and parallel
or nearly parallel lines as points of departure
for its melodic, harmonic, and visual gestures.
Innovative concepts and technological ap-

proaches combine pianistic improvisational
and notated techniques with fixed as well as
interactive audio and video processing in live
performance. How sound and image can be
related conceptually, such as the potential
parallels on the level of rhythm, direction,
intensity, colour/timbre, and associative qualities are also explored. In Ferrovia, the idea of
objects moving along parallel lines at different
speeds is manifested in the musical score and
in the visual design on several levels (video of
piano strings, projected graphic elements and
the title suggests
trains moving
along nearly
parallel tracks
approaching a
station). According to Brent Lee
“Ferrovia explores
the potential relationships between
sound and image
on a conceptual,
intuitive, and technological level.
In this work, correspondences are
found not only in
the subject matter
of the source material but also on
a more abstract
level, such as in
the way that the
passing of time
is measured and
marked or through
the various ways
that the aural and visual gestures create a
sense of nostalgia.” Multiple versions of Ferrovia exist with both fixed and live interactive
audio and visual processing to accommodate
emerging technologies and to be adaptable
to a wide variety of performance venues and
settings. The flexibility created by the different versions opens valuable possibilities for
interactive multimedia performance in both
traditional and non-traditional settings.
In contrast to the flexibility of the relationship between sound and images that is
explored in Ferrovia is Nicole Lizée’s precisely
notated and tightly synchronized integration
of piano, Glitch, audio and visual elements in
Hitchcock Études (2010). Lizée achieves this
strikingly exact synthesis of sound and image
as the single creator of all of its’ parts: the
piano score and both the electronic and visual
tracks. It is clear that there is a single intent
and focus of complete integration of sound
and image that motivates shapes and drives
this entire work. The role of the performer is to
realize the exact synchronicity by interweaving
the acoustic sound into the sonic and visual
landscapes.
Hitchcock Études is a continuous twentyminute work comprised of seven étude sections:
1. Psycho-Saul Bass Étude
2. The Man Who Knew Too Much-Doris
Day Étude
3. Psycho-Stutter Étude
4. Rope-The Party Étude
5. The Birds-Schoolhouse Étude
6. The Man Who Knew Too Much-Phonograph Étude
7. Psycho-Shower Étude

Nicole Lizée wrote:
“The premise for Hitchcock Études is
centered around my ongoing preoccupation
with the fallibility of media. Technology has
the potential to fail and can fail in spectacular
ways, creating fascinating sounds and visuals.
How to capture and replicate those beautiful
mistakes? All of the soundtrack material and
visuals are from “middle period” Hitchcock
films. The source material is deconstructed,
spliced and otherwise “damaged”, resulting in
layers of disjunction, erratic rhythmic material,
twisted melodic lines
and harmonies. These
imperfections and errors are woven together
to create a new sonic
landscape over which
the accompanying
acoustic material is
performed live. The
sound materials extend
beyond Bernard
Hermann’s soundtrack
and into the foley
sounds and other audio
artifacts present in the
film. The glitched sound
material is precisely
notated to enable the
live piano to synchronize and interweave
in tandem with the
“malfunctioning” track
and video. Notation
or transcription is an
important component of
the work. It is coaxing
material from existing
material by altering its physical state; illuminating hidden melodies, gestures, and rhythms. In
his 24 Hour Psycho (1993) the Glasgow-based
artist Douglas Gordon sought to uncover the
unforeseen ‘micro-narratives’ lurking in Hitchcock’s film by slowing it down to approximately
2 frames per second. I approach these études
with the same basic motivation in mind, extending the search to sound in film – and then
extending it still further by creating a new work
with my findings. The goal in this manipulation of the visual and audio material will be
to both rely on and to subvert the audience’s
preexisting knowledge of the material. It will be
at once familiar and alien, and it is this duality
that intrigues me.
A diversity of technological and conceptual
approaches to the integration of sound and images are explored in the three new multimedia
works written for and performed by Megumi
Masaki in the MUSIC 4 EYES & EARS II
program. In Orpheus Drones, both sound and
visual parts were created with a high degree of
independence by two different artists and can
theoretically be performed separately. Timing
in live performance and a common theme
throughout all layers blend the sound and image into a whole but variant experience. There
was a closer collaboration and familiarity with
each other’s work between the composer,
visual artist and pianist for the creation and
development of Ferrovia. Varying degrees of
synthesis and concepts to connect the sound
and images in live performance are facilitated
through improvisational moments within the
acoustic score and interactive environments
with the live acoustic sound of the pianist and
live manipulation of the electronic and visual

“As a result, a growing number of composers, visual artists
and performing artists are exploring the
creative application
of these advances to
merge sound and image in their artistic
work.”

elements by the composer and visual artist
during the performance. Real-time realization
of the audio and electronics give a degree of
flexibility to the live performer not possible with
fixed media. However, the version of Ferrovia
with live piano and fixed electronic and visual
tracks allows for the practical possibility of the
pianist to perform Ferrovia without additional
musicians and with minimal technical requirements and also allows for a closer coordination
of rhythmic elements in the video and sound.
With Lizée’s Hitchcock Études the integration of sound and images was conceived and
developed as a whole by the composer. It is
the endeavor of the pianist to reiterate and
maintain that precise integration between
sound and image in live performance. Hitchcock Études has been selected to represent
Canada at the WorldMusic Days 2014 in
Poland.
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Public Performance - Albanian Pedagogy
by Takuina Adami, Albania

T

he unforgettable Carola Grindea, who was
for many of us a mother figure as well as
a great teacher and mentor, was a frequent
visitor to Albania. As President of Jury during
the second “Young Pianist” national festival
organized by EPTA Albania in 1996, she wrote
in her notes:
“Most of the students have a good body
posture with relaxed arms and are able to
properly use their arm weight. Their finger
technique is well developed and controlled. It
is a serious basis for the national piano school
in Albania, which can be compared with the
other schools in Europe”.
These few lines gave me a great amount of
pride, especially as I (1) was one of the main
proponents in Albania of the idea of using
the arms and body in coordination with finger
technique. 2 Furthermore, Prof. Grindea’s
comments referred generally to the 100 young
pianists that participated in the competition,
aged 8-18. At my request she gave our Albanian EPTA her notes, where the opinion she
expressed was in agreement with the rest of
the jury.
The observations of the jury were friendly,
but also professional and frank, for there were
also constructive criticisms included. They
provided a great encouragement for us piano
teachers in Albania, especially as they came
after a 45 year of isolation, under the communist regime, where the Albanian piano school
went forward without a sense of direction or
guidance.
To understand why performance experience
has been one of the successes of the Albanian
piano school, we need to quickly review the
history of musical education in Albania. The
field of piano pedagogy in Albania is only 65
years old and its development can be divided
in three periods.
I. The first 20 years, 1946-1966, until the
arrival of the first teachers who had completed
higher education.
II. 1966 until the fall of communism and the
arrival of EPTA in 1993
III. The years that Albania has been a member of EPTA, 1993-present

The first period 1946-1966

The first musical school, bazed on the historic situation of Albania, has been created in
1946, Artistic Lyceum “Jordan Misja”, a formal
structure of Russian school. It has been and
actually is the “Mother school”, basic institution
which prepares the musicians for the artistical intstitutions: State Filarmony 1950, Opera
and Ballet Theater 1953, Music Conservatory 1962, etc. Piano branch began with two
pedagogues who were performing pianists:
Lola Gjoka (one of the participants in International Competition in Vien on 1933) and Tonin
Guraziu (graduated in 1934 in Bolognia.)The
teachers who had the responsibility of keeping
the Albanian piano pedagogy going during the
period of communist isolation were a group of
female former students, who worked with great
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passion and love for the profession in spite
of the very difficult circumstances. They were
directed this time from A. Tartari, N. Gabeci
and E. Kacidhja.
The main source of fresh air in the Albanian art world during this period, were concerts
and public performances, which gave both
the teachers and the students reason to stay
active. Student concerts took place after their
exams either in the premises of the school or
outside of it, on occasion of national festivities
or when foreign delegations visited the school.
The first concert featuring a soloist with
Philharmonic Orchestra was the performance
of the Grieg A-minor Concerto by Albanian
pianist Tonin Guraziu in 1955. Concerts by
Albanian pianists outside the country were
extremely rare, and only took place in other
communist countries, such as Yugoslavia,
Hungary, Romania or the Soviet Union, usually
within the context of massive international
events, such as the Festivals of Youth or
Peace Conferences.

The second period 1966-1993

It begins with the arrival at the Music Lyceum of the first teachers who had completed
their university studies. This generation of
teachers had studied at the National Conservatory of Tirana, where the Chinese Professor
Cen Bi Gan had been teaching between the
years 1963-1966, and Rumanian pianist Anna
Iftinki 1974-76. Another factor in improving the
quality of music education at this time was the
introduction of monthly examinations of piano
technique. There the students perform different technical skills and studies in front of all
piano teachers.
There were, however, regressive steps
taken during this period as well, especially in
arts and culture.
In the school structure during this period of
time communist slogan, so called “revolutionary triangle” was at that time “learning-worktraining”, the training received a greater attention, where students had to undergo 6 hours
of military training per week. Meanwhile, the
most damaging change was the intrusion of
politics into the teaching programmes, where
the teaching of impressionistic and contem-
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porary works became strictly forbidden, only
Rachmaninov being allowed among Russian
contemporary composers, for example.
Nevertheless from the passion of teachers,
and the contribution of the head of piano field
as A. Dizdari, M. Dangellia, T. Adami, and N.
Porodini, it was raised significantly the level of
the new pianists. During this time, piano students were performing half-recitals or even full
recitals. This period saw the development of
some virtuoso children performers, who were
for the most part the children of music pedagogues that achieved through their children
what they could not attain in their youths.
Dear colleagues, we as pedagogues all
know the great value of public performance in
the formation of the musical personality of an
instrumentalist, as well as the value of a performance in testing the solidity of the rational,
emotional and psychological achievements of
the student. What was more specific in those
public performances in Albania?
- For our students, these performances
provided the opportunity to improve the quality
of their playing by working on the grand pianos
available (which are still lacking in our practice
rooms today).
- These concerts also were the subject of
discussion, at first among the piano teachers, and then with the performing students.
This was a method to give them goals for the
future.
- These programs were the first attempts
of performing full sonata`s and major Albanian
works and became a source of pride for both
the students and teachers, for these were
the achievement of the young Albanian piano
pedagogy school.
- Furthermore, these performances had a
promotional value, as these students’ achievements were seen as a way to open their doors
into the conservatories of the Western world;
as a way to escape the isolation of dictatorial
regime.
In 1990, when Albania was open with the
world, talented pianists as E. Laro, E. Gjoni,
M. Rexha, M. Adami began to perform abroad.

The third period

With the coming of democracy, EPTA
brought the Albanian piano pedagogy the
moral, physical and psychological right to feel
as equals in our professional exchanges, while
at the same time devoting the Albanian EPTA
a parental kind of attention, trying to ease the
economic and psychological differences that
still exist between our different standards of
life. Today, 19 years after the founding of the
Albanian EPTA, our pedagogical successes in
Albania are significant.
These successes have been felt by our
colleagues who have been present throughout our 17 yearly “Young Pianist” festivals,
but they have also been exhibited in student
recitals, as well as in several international
conferences, such as Namur 95, London 98,
Kristiansum 2006, Novisad, 2007 and
Lubliana 2009.

pianostreet.com
- the website for pianists, teachers,
students and piano enthusiasts

Thousands of classical
piano scores to download
and print or to view
on your mobile device
Latest piano news

E-books on piano technique

Listen to recordings while
following along in the music

Now, the year 2012 marks the 100-year anniversary of the Independence of Albania, and
as such, it is a time for many Albanian citizens
to think back on the past 100 years. As someone very much connected to Albanian Piano
Pedagogy (first
period as a student,
and then as a
pedagogue until
now), I feel privileged to have been
a part our journey
and proud of the
achievements that
these 22 years of
democracy have
brought us, thanks
in great part to the
spirit of collaboration that EPTA has
brought us.
Today, most of
our pianists study
and work in European Artistic Institutions. Most of them
are in Germany,
Italy, Greece,
France and Austria even in USA.
In last ten years, some of our achievements
are as following:
In 2004, then 11-year old Albanian pianist
Art Marika won the highest prize “The Pearl
of Ohrid” at the International Competition for
young pianists and violinists in Ohrid, Macedo-

The world renowned Piano Forum
- full of valuable information,
knowledge, fun and friendship

Autograph manuscripts

nia. Since the year 2005, dozens of Albanian
pianists have won first prizes in competitions
in Italy. I would like to mention, for example,
Anna-Rita Hitaj, 17 years old who was a finalist of the International “Franz Liszt” Competition in Grottamare in
November 2011, winning the prize “Il Miglior
Finalista”.
I want to thank my
colleagues who have
supported us from
the very beginning of
EPTA Albania, Diane
Andersen, Jaksa Zlatar, Nadia Lasserson,
Elin Persson, Susan
Sunshine, Ireneus
Zuki, and particularly
Heribert Koch.
A special thank
goes for Mrs. Leslie
East, Director of the
Board of the Royal
Schools of Music
(Publishing) which for
years has supported
us by sending books
as a donation for our musical schools.
Our latest success of EPTA Albania, are the
realizations of 6 editions of the National Meeting for Culture Pianist (6-18 years), 2 editions
of National Meeting of the Piano Duet and is
securing a performance opportunity with the
Orchestra of the Albanian Radio-Television for

“The main source of
fresh air in the Albanian art world during
this period, were concerts and public performances, which gave
both the teachers and
the students reason to
stay active.”

the winners of our “Young Pianists” festivals.
However, one of our greatest satisfactions
comes from having the talents of our young
pianists appreciated by our internationally
colleagues, who our pianists have the privilege
of working with. As examples, Endri Nini, who
has worked with Aldo Cicollini, Andras Schiff
and Stefan Kovacevic; Redi Llupo, who is
studying under Menahem Pressler at Indiana
University in the U.S.A.; Gjergji Gaqi, who has
studied with Christopher Harding at the University of Michigan; Dorina Komani studying
under Havard Gimse and Leif-Ove Andsnes
in Oslo (10) and Anarita Hitaj, started studying
with Lars Vogt in Germany.
I would like to thank you EPTA Sweden and
especially Stefan Bojsten for hosting us in this
conference in wonderful Stockholm.
Finally, I would like to represent to you our
pianist Mirsa Adami. She has been the first
pianist, who has participated in an International
Competition in” Citta di Stresa”, Italy in 1991.
She will give to us a short performance, with
F. Chopin, H.Andrissen and T. Arapi (Albanian
composer). n
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Survey Results

EPTA Sweden carried out a survey for our members during the 2008 national congress in Örebro, Sweden. Our objective was to target questions dealing with professional issues and matters describing the current basis for piano teaching in Sweden.
In order to further investigate international working situations, EPTA Sweden decided to present a survey for all participants of the 34th International EPTA Congress in Stockholm 2012.
The aim was to compare, clarify and encourage transparency of common issues for the benefit of EPTA members internationally. The results might also form a base for discussion in different fora and environments in each participating
country. The results of the 2012 survey are as follows:

1. Within reasonable financial limits, what
do you consider to be a reasonable lesson
time (individual lesson) to teach a piano
pupil per week?
A. Up to 10 years old:

B. 10 -15 years old:

teachers regarding health insurance and
pension. Musicians are free from charging
VA” (Germany)
“Costs for taxes and social security. Financial
competition with municipal schools” (Sweden)
“It’s to expensive. Normal people can not
afford it” (Sweden)
“Depending on area but not a full time
income” (UK)
“Cultural education is not allowed to cost
anything” (Sweden)
“Possible. Reasonable hourly rate / good tax
legalisation” (Australia)
“High demand on piano teaching. Reasonable
taxing” (France)
“We don’t have this praxis as there are so
many public (90%) and private music
schools” (Slovenia)
“Low taxes for private teachers and % BTW
for pupils unde 21 years old” (Holland)
“25% VAT and no tradition that cultural
education should cost anything” (Sweden)
3a. How big percentage of your students
have only group teaching?

C. 15 years and up:

3b. Is the reason for having group
teaching economic or pedagogical?
2. Is it possible to teach private lessons in
your home country with decent working
conditions and economy?
“

“Mostly economic, sometimes pedagogic”
(Sweden)
“Mostly economical” (Holland)
”Economic, disguised to pedagogic”
(Sweden)
“Special insurance that puts freelance
musicians in the same position as employed
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4a. How big percentage of your students
have group lessons as a supplement to
their individual lessons?

4b. Is the reason for having group
teaching economic or pedagogical?

“In my country mostly economical (though
sometimes pretended to be for pedagogical
reasons)”
“It would be desirable with group lessons /
piano ensemble as a complement. I have
previously done so, but not now because of
financial constraints.“ (Sweden)
“It can be a great educational supplement“
(Sweden)
“Pedagogical (at Conservatory)” (Holland)
5. Do you think only group teaching is a
satisfying model?

6a. Do you think that you have possibilities
to influence your superiors regarding
pedagogical issues?

“Only if they do not blow up the financial
framework” (Sweden)
“I can discuss, but the economy controls”
(Sweden)
6b. Do you think that your superiors listen
and understand?

8. Do your students show mainly interest in
the classical repertoire?

10. Are you concerned that students are
using photocopies rather than printed
music scores?

“Many have discovered certain pieces that
they enjoy!” (Sweden)
“They play mixed repertoire, a lot of classical
music.” (Sweden)
“They want to play both pop and classics”.
“They don’t start to play the piano because of
the classical repertoire, they start to play
because om many different causes. For
example they have a piano at home, they want
to play and sing popular songs, their parents.
I will show them the repertoire.”

“No. Economic reasons!”
“It is both a problem for the composers/editors
and a great possibility for the pupil to get to
know new music.”
“Students need to build a library. Respect for
the publication.”
“We have to respect the copyrights.”
“It is always better to have a volume of works
rather than an individual work.”
“Very much concerned for music publishers.
Students don’t realize it is illegal, and are often
set bad examples by teachers who photocopy
freely.”
“Depletes the ability to elaborate editions of
music. Sheets of music without connection”
“Too many copies are used in teaching. The
composers are losing money.“
“Better with copies than no at all music
because they can’t afford to buy it. They
always have the main book that we work with.”
“Printed scores are like literature including all
information. Copies disappear and do not
always have all information.”
“Pupil’s economy decides!” (Sweden)
“Most of them lose one or more papers from
copied pieces“(Holland)
“It’s a pity but not a drama.” (Holland)

9. Are you concerned that students learn
pieces of music via the Internet/YouTube?

“Listen and understand, but is hampered by
political decisions” (Sweden)
7a. Do you mainly use digital pianos in
your teaching?

“In group teaching, yes”
“Unfortunately” (Sweden)
7b. Do you think digital piano serves as a
satisfactory replacement of the acoustic
piano?

“Only in the first year of piano learning”
(Slovenia)
“No, but it is often the only option for students
and it works okay” (Sweden)

“It is terrific with all music and tutorials you can
find on Internet but difficult for the pupil to find
the good ones.”
“It encourages their search for music, they can
discover many new things on YouTube”.
“The quality of the performances via Internet/
Youtube is not guaranteed.”
“They mimic amateurs.”
“Wonderful facility to learn more!”
“For some, the alternative is not to learn at all.
“Look, listen, play after” is an ancient method
- role models on the internet is not always
good.”
“Hand position, fingering and technique is not
as good.”
“Inhibit their own imagination and the ability to
learn music from a score.”
“Like listening to good recordings and
compare.”
“There are more advantages.”
“It only enhances their knowledge”
“It is both good and bad. It encourage curiosity
but is bad for reading scores.” (Sweden)
“They learn by imitating and not by reading
scores so after a few months they forget what
they have done and can’t play the work
anymore.” (Holland)
“They do in addition to their other repertoire.”
(Iceland)
“YouTube should be a reference to complement lessons with the teacher. A help during
practice” (Sweden)
“Internet/Youtube is there to stay, so you tave
to teach your students how to work with it.”
(Holland)

11. Do you teach:

12. What percentage of your students have
an acoustic piano at home?

“It is a requirement of the school.” (Ireland)
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Romantic
Piano Anthology
Original Works from the Romantic period
Selected and edited by Nils Franke
• Both mainstream and lesser-known works from
composers such as Chopin, Schumann, Gounod
and Rimsky-Korsakov
• Graded pieces new to the graded framework
presented in a progressive order
• Extensive commentary on each piece
• Composer biographies included
• CD recording of all the pieces played
by Nils Franke
Volume 1 (Grades 1-2)
ED 12912

Volume 2 (Grades 3-4)
ED 12913

Volume 3 (Grades 5-6)
ED 12914

Volume 4 (Grades 7-8)
ED 12915

“This is a lovely book reflecting Schott’s renowned high standards and interest in piano pedagogy.”
Romantic Piano Anthology 2 - Music Teacher Magazine

Classical
Piano Anthology

NEW

Following on from the success of the widely acclaimed
Romantic Piano Anthology, the Classical Piano Anthology provides
a selection of pieces from the period for pianists of all levels.
Volume 1 is for students with ca. 2 years experience (Grades 1-2) while
Volume 2 is for those with 4 or more years experience (Grades 3-4).
Including pieces by Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Haydn and Czerny.
Volume 1 | ED 13234

Volume 2 | ED 13436

Volumes 3 & 4 to follow in 2013

Available from all good music shops or online
For more information: T: +44 (0) 20 7534 0740 | E: marketing@schott-music.com
Schott Music Ltd, 48 Great Marlborough Street, London W1F 7BB
www.schott-music.co.uk

www.schott-music.co.uk

